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ABSTRACT
MEXICO’S CULT OF DEATH: An Analysis of the Days of the Dead and its Literary
and Artistic Counterparts
(Under the direction of Melvin Arrington)
This thesis investigates the Mexican celebration known as Days of the Dead and
some of the literary and artistic efforts based on it. Research was conducted during a
four-month study abroad program in Queretaro, Mexico, during the fall of 2006 and
during the spring semester of 2007 through the completion of an independent research
course under the direction of Dr. Melvin Arrington. An investigation of Aztec and pre-
Hispanic ideologies was conducted, and an analysis of the celebration’s transformation
since the Spanish Conquest through modem times was undertaken, including a
consideration of the resultant syncretism between pre-Hispanic religion and Catholicism.
The two major works of Juan Rulfo are the focus of the literary investigation, with three
short stories chosen from his collection El llano en llamas and his novel Pedro Paramo.
The photographic perspective of Rulfo is explored in the third chapter, which considers
different forms of the visual arts in Mexico and their interpretations of death, including
architecture, mural painting, and engravings by artists Diego Rivera and Jose Guadalupe
Posada. Selections from the writings of author Octavio Paz are also utilized to support
the presented hypotheses. In conclusion, several pre-Hispanic religious beliefs are still
the paramount basis for the majority of customs surrounding death practiced throughout
Mexico in modem times; the syncretism caused by the Spanish Conquest did little to
affect the celebration beyond its duration and specific date. Rulfo, Posada, and Rivera,
all native Mexicans, offer particularly interesting analyses of death through different
artistic modes of expression, and the depth and proliferation of work among these artists
(and many others) illustrate the strange emotional mixture of nonchalance and reverence
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During the days surrounding November 1 of each year, the Mexican spirit is
likely to be filled with an overwhelming sense of nostalgia and reverence for those who
have died. This persistent sensation is unavoidable, even to the average outsider, as the
atmosphere of the country assumes an air of festivity and excitement. Vendors begin to
appear on every street comer boasting beautiful bunches of cempasuchil} the widely
recognized “flower of the dead,” or, as they are known to Americans, marigolds. Vivid
depictions of the deceased are manifested in the forms of calaveras (skulls or skeletons)
of all sorts, and delicious loaves of pan de muerto (bread of the dead) begin to appear in
all of the bakery windows. One might even be fortunate enough to come across a
gigantic public ofrenda (altar or offering) in one of the many plazas of the larger Mexican
cities. However, this Mexican celebration of death, a celebration that has endured
centuries of changes, is today a unique integration of old and new, demonstrating
characteristics reminiscent of pre- and post-Conquest time periods. Also, as Mexico has
become more modernized, beliefs have shifted, and it is now possible to encounter all
degrees of involvement and reverence for this age-old festival. There are those who
honor the dearly departed with small ofrendas inside their homes while others, often in
the more mral areas of the country, might spend up to 72 hours graveside, eating and
drinking while visiting with relatives and relating fond memories of those who have
already passed away. Some Mexican families have already shifted fi*om celebrating their
dead towards observation of strictly Halloween-related traditions, an interesting
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development based around economic realities. As Juanita Garciagodoy explains in her
book entitled Digging the Days of the Dead, Halloween is just one of several American
traditions that has found its way into the Mexican mainstream:
[Halloween] comes from the country that exports two-thirds of Mexico’s imports
along with a sizable portion of its musical, televisual, and cinematic
programming. It comes from the country whose language many Mexicans learn
for work or for leisure, whose fashions they adopt, whose tourist sites they visit.
It comes from the northern neighbor that is emulated and avoided, admired and
feared, respected and despised. (157)
To the foreigner this ritualistic remembrance of the dead seems at times excessive
and perhaps even a bit morbid, but it is with dignity and great composure that these
Mexican practices are carried on year after year. Despite a progressive push towards
modernity, as far as technology and globalization are concerned, the people of Mexico
successfully maintain their autumnal celebration of los difuntos (the deceased) without
fail. And, of course, to accompany this widely known and well-established holiday, there
exist several types of literary and artistic interpretations of this treatment of death.
including everything from popular village art to lengthy intellectual essays on the subject.
How do the Mexican people interpret death? Why do they choose to celebrate Days of
the Dead each year? What sort of belief system formed this holiday, and where did it
originate? To answer all of these questions, it is necessary to first investigate pre-
Columbian religion in order to establish the origins of such a festival. From this, the
development and alteration of the original pre-Hispanic beliefs can be followed from the
Spanish Conquest until the present. Modern-day practices can be introduced, and after an
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understanding of these practices is established, an investigation of different literary and
artistic perspectives can be initiated. For example, the opinions of writers such as
Octavio Paz and Juan Rulfo as well as the interpretations of artists such as Diego Rivera
and Jose Guadalupe Posada will prove to be extremely helpful in understanding the
Mexican psychology and perspective of death within the last century. With each new
personality comes a new attitude toward how the reality of death is dealt with and even
glorified through the Mexican mentality, how it is perceived by fellow Mexicans and by




The Days of the Dead, Past & Present
In The Skeleton at the Feast, Elizabeth Cannichael and Chloe Sayer provide an
excellent summary of an old N^uatl^ myth about the creation of the human race. In this
story Quetzalcoatl, “the great Mesoamerican creator god,” faces the dilemma of
providing inhabitants for the earth after its fourth destruction.^ To solve his problem,
Quetzalcoatl travels to “Mictlan, the ninth and deepest level of the underworld” to
negotiate the retrieval of “the bones of man and woman” fi'om Mictlantecuhtli, “Lord of
Death” and ruler of Mictlan. After much deliberation and a few magical manipulations.
Quetzalcoatl is successful in obtaining the precious bones and is on his way back to
“Tamoanchan, ‘paradise’ of the Aztecs,” when he stumbles, and damage befalls the
bones. Nonetheless, the bones are still usable, and after being “ground up by the Earth
Goddess, Cihuacoatl and fertilised with QuetzalcoatTs own blood,” the human race is
recreated with a single flaw: mortality. As Carmichael and Sayer conclude, “all the gods
did penance, and since that time, humankind has owed the gods a reciprocal debt of
penance” (25).
What is most useful in understanding the current Mexican perception of death is
this myth’s focus on life’s creation from death. According to Robert Childs and Patricia
Altman in their book entitled Vive tu recuerdo: Living Traditions in the Mexican Days of
the Dead, “death is inevitable, but to ancient Mesoamericans it was only one state in an
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endless cycle of life and death” (6). This statement can be af&rmed with a closer
investigation of the division of levels of the earth and its two corresponding realms,
heaven and the underworld. Carmichael and Sayer describe these three important strata
of Aztec existence:
Above the earth rose the thirteen layers of the heavens, and below the earth were
the nine levels of the underworld. After death, the souls of the deceased had to
pass through each of these nine levels before reaching Mictlan, the realm of the
Death god. (26-27)
As mentioned before, Mictlan, this ultimate destination of the Aztec departed, is the very
place from which sprang forth the mortal race of Earth’s inhabitants ages before. Thus it
becomes obvious how fluid and unchanging the Aztec cycle of existence remained. Even
after the soul’s arrival in Mictlan, it was very possible that the same soul would find its
way back to earth someday.
Much of what is known about these Mesoamerican cultures today can be found in
“the archaeological record, the pre-Hispanic codices,” and specific all-encompassing
books penned by some of the first Spaniards to settle on Latin American soil: namely, the
monks and evangelizers, those who arrived in America with the simple task of bringing
religion to the New World (Carmichael 27). In particular, one monk named Fray
Bernardino de Sahagiin managed to complete a rather comprehensive work covering the
“Indigenous culture as it existed on the eve of its destruction and ‘salvation’ through
Christian conversion” entitled Historia de las cosas de la Nueva Espafia, or General
History of the Things of New Spain (Garciagodoy 111). Throughout this comprehensive
collection of information including both N^uatl and Spanish beliefs and opinions,
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Sahagiin manages to document important information regarding ancient traditions and
practices now long out of existence in most areas of Mexico.
Garciagodoy reports that burial sites dating as early as 1500 to 500 B.C.E., before
the Aztec empire, have been encountered that include interred offerings with the dead or
illustrate some sort of reverence for the deceased, indicated by the position of a corpse or
sometimes the burial of the remains on platforms. Sites that were dated later than 500
B.C.E. reveal more elaborate ceremonial offerings and even sacrifices on occasion (110).
One very interesting aspect of Aztec philosophy in particular surrounding death is that of
any given person’s pre-determined fate - the belief that, at the exact moment of birth, the
gods had formulated the precise destination of one’s soul, not based upon virtues to be
performed in life but rather upon manner of death (Carmichael 27). Octavio Paz
mentions this in his book El laberinto de la soledad: “Todo se conjugaba para
determinar, desde el nacimiento, la vida y la muerte de cada hombre: la clase social, el
ano, el lugar, el dia, la hora. El azteca era tan poco responsable de sus actos como de su
muerte” (60).^ In other words, the Aztec himself, through actions during his lifetime, was
incapable of changing or altering the ultimate destination of his soul; only slight
modification was possible through “fulfillment of certain rites divined by the priests”
(Carmichael 27). In any case, after death, it was believed that the soul began its long
journey towards the afterlife; to reach this final realm, the soul was subjected to a four-
year-long voyage down a treacherous path filled with all manner of dangerous obstacles
to reach the river it would have to cross to finally enter its appropriate afterlife, aided by
dogs."^ To complete this journey, fimeral arrangements provided for all of the things the
soul might require on its long quest towards the afterlife, including food, drink, and other
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offerings to sustain it during its travels as well as valuable objects to offer as bribes along
the way (and if the gods required payment for the soul’s entry). Often, a dog figurine
would be included to help the soul in crossing the river, or, in extreme cases, a dog might
even be sacrificed (Childs 7). Having achieved safe passage, the soul’s four-year journey
would have reached its end, existing in the afterlife just as it had existed on earth, aided
by the items that it had used during its lifetime and that had been provided by those it had
left behind in the realm of the living (Carmichael 27).
Depending on the manner of death, different souls achieved different realms of
the afterlife. For example, the Sun God, Tonatiuh, called warriors who met their end in
battle or were sacrificed to the gods to the uppermost regions of the sky, where the sun
resides, called Tonatiuhilhmac (Carmichael 27; Childs 8). Women who died while
giving birth (known as the cihuateteo) were, according to Carmichael and Sayer,
“considered to have died just as honourable a death as the warriors,” and found their
place in the sky as well, in a realm called Cihuatlampa (27; Childs 8). Still others, dead
after drowning or some other sort of natural disaster made their way towards Tlalocan,
“the ‘paradise’ of the rain gods (Tlalocs)”; finally, the souls of small children who died in
infancy went to Chichihuacuauhco, a place not far from Tlalocan, where trees existed that
“dripped milk from their branches to feed them.” These children’s souls were the ones
that would repopulate the earth after its next destruction, an event considered inevitable
according to Aztec theology’s cycle of destruction and rebirth (Carmichael 28). If one of
these categories did not fit a particular soul, it would be called to Mictlan, “the land of the
fleshless,” which was presided over by Mictlantecuhtli, and was considered to be the
resting place of those who had experienced “normal” deaths (Childs 8; Carmichael 27).
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For all of those who were left behind in the world of the Hving, there existed a
multitude of celebrations to be fulfilled throughout the different months of the Aztec
solar calendar. Most aptly put, “human destiny might not depend upon conduct in life,
but the nature of life was strictly governed by the need to propitiate the gods”
(Carmichael 28). The enormous number of deities that existed in Aztec theology
required celebrations year-round, many of which involved some aspect of the departed,
including specific celebrations for each of the gods who presided over the various realms
of the afterlife. Carmichael and Sayer best explain the divisions in the Aztec calendar:
“The Aztec solar year consisted of eighteen ‘months’ each of twenty days, and ended
with a final five day period, the ‘Extra’ or ‘Useless’ days, or Nemontemi, which was
considered a dangerous and unfortunate time” (28). The veintenas was the name given to
the festivals celebrated during each month in commemoration and veneration of specific
deities. With consideration to those associated with death, one of the most documented
and important celebrations was the one in the ninth month of the solar year,
Tlaxcochimaco, dedicated to children who had passed away, known as Miccailhuitontli.
This observance was immediately followed the next month by Miccailhuitl (or
Hueymiccailhuitl, according to Childs), a celebration designated specifically for the adult
deceased (Garciagodoy 112). In the first festival, many different offerings were made,
including chocolate, fiiiit, incense, and vegetables, and handmade garlands of flowers
were often used to decorate a representation of Huitzilopochtli,  an important Aztec tribal
god (Carmichael 28). Tamales, turkeys, and dogs were also prepared for post-worship
feasting during this first month in a two-month-long celebration of the dead. One of the
main practices during the month of Xocohuetzi, the tenth month, was the two-part
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celebration of a specially selected tree trunk, which was called 2Lxocotl, or, in translation,
fruit (Garciagodoy 112; Carmichael 28). During the first ten days of this ceremony,
offerings were made to the tree trunk (stripped of its bark) - generally food, pulque, pine
torches, and copal incense (a very important component of the ofrenda to be discussed in
greater depth later) (Childs 9). A procession also was performed around the xocotl
throughout all twenty days of the month, usually with someone posing as a “male god-
impersonator, in the regalia of Toci-Teteo innan (Our Grandmother, Mother of the
Gods)” (see fig. 1) (Carmichael 28). In the second ten-day sequence, the xocotl was
erected and decorated with paper adornments by priests. Atop xocotl was placed a
bird figurine made of amaranth dough,^ and dances continued to be performed until the
twentieth and last day, during which a chilling act of human sacrifice was performed,
described by Carmichael and Sayer:
.. .Captives were led to the tzompantli (skull-rack, where the skulls of sacrificial
victims were displayed). When their paper costumes had been burned and other
rites performed, they were taken to the top of the temple to be sacrificed. First
they were cast into a fire; then their hearts were removed with a knife. (30)
And so, at the end of this forty-day celebration of the dead, more souls are given
up to the afterlife by way of sacrifice, another gesture in the unending quest to appease
the gods. Other smaller, though still significant, examples of offerings and celebrations
of the dead exist. Garciagodoy effectively details some of these other significant dates
throughout the Aztec solar calendar, including “ten days during the month of Quecholir
when “the Nahuas celebrated a fiesta to the war god Mixcoatl... and to those who had
The month of Toxcatl prompted offerings to the dead in the form of food,died at war.
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clothing, and incense, as well as “a grand fiesta” in the homes of their relatives.
Tepeihuitl, the thirteenth month, heralded a celebration of those who had been called to
Tlalocan and the more important gods of that realm - in other words, “the gods of rain
and the high mountains where clouds are formed... and those who had died firom being
struck by lightning or who had drowned.” Finally, during the month of Tititl, the
mocihuaquetzque, or women who had died during childbirth were remembered by the
consumption of xocotamalli (“sour or acid bread”) and “sour gourds of purple com”
(111-113).
Spanish Conquest
The effects of the Spanish Conquest on Latin America in the sixteenth century
can still be seen today throughout the customs of the people of Mexico. As Garciagodoy
mentions, “these groups have altered Aboriginal holidays in subtle and obvious ways so
that it is virtually impossible to ascertain the origin of any given detail of the celebrations
for the dead” (127). Furthermore, it can be said that “as a conquered continent,
America] was founded on the denial of Aboriginal traditions by the ruling classes”
(128). A great effort was made by the Spanish hierarchy to subvert indigenous religious
beliefs and replace them with Catholic tradition, which ultimately led to a unique
syncretism of both belief systems. This mixture of religious beliefs is only one part of a
greater blending of cultures that occurred between the Spanish and the indigenous; one of
the more obvious manifestations of this creation was the imposed Spanish hierarchy of
peninsulares and criollos and the placement of pretty much everyone else below them
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depending on varying degrees of mixed bloodlines, including those people known as
mestizos, or persons having both Spanish and indigenous heritage (Fox 82-83).
Carmichael notes that “the first Catholic missionaries to set foot in New Spain
were three Flemish monks who arrived in 1522,” and that “their immediate task was to
learn N^uatl, the language of the Aztecs” (37). Thus began the methodical attempts to
integrate Catholicism into the daily lives of the indigenous. Catholic priests made
adaptations of all sorts as they tried to reach the people through sermons and lessons
about doctrine. Indigenous persons who were quick to learn were sent out to spread the
word of Christianity to other cities and towns where evangelization had not yet been
attained. And yet, despite progress, “the distress of the Catholic friars became greater as
it was found that native religious practices were continuing, whether overtly or under the
guise of Christian ritual.” Furthermore, “compounding their unease was the discovery
that as they learned more of native religions, they found many concepts that seemed close
to Christianity and many rituals that were apparently similar to those of the Christian
church” (Carmichael 38). It was at this crucial point that the Catholic evangelizers
decided to take drastic measures to convert the masses and began “attempts to exploit the
nature of pre-Hispanic religious celebrations to promote better understanding of
Christianity” (Carmichael 40). Most importantly, and most relevant today in modem
Mexico, is the usage of the Catholic celebrations of All Saints’ and All Souls’ Days to
subvert the pagan ritualistic celebration of the dead. Garciagodoy explains that “the [All
Saints’] day was to be a recognition of Christianity’s saints and martyrs - past, present,
future, known, and unknown,” while “Catholicism still teaches that All Souls’ Day... has
the purpose of interceding on behalf of the souls of the dead who are believed to be in
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purgatory undergoing the process of ‘purging’ their sins.” Oddly enough, even during
the fight to eradicate pagan rituals from existence in Europe before the conquest of
America, the most enduring practice remained “that of feasting with the dead and other
holy figures in the graveyards of the Mediterranean,” a practice that has obviously
translated and endured until the present in Mexico (131). It was through the imposition
of these two important holidays that the Aztec celebrations of the dead over a period of
roughly forty days was altered to a much shorter remembrance that only lasted for two
days in the early part of November, the eleventh month of the twelve-month calendar that
we now use today. This transition was made easier because of one underlying premise:
“Mexicans became by and large disciplined, cooperative subjects who accepted the
violence and injustice of the conquest and its hierarchy of classes because they were
promised eternal happiness after death” (Garciagodoy 145). The similarities between the
core beliefs of both theologies made the integration and dominance of the Spanish belief
system that much simpler. As Garciagodoy states, “Catholicism in Mexico was an
important tool of the conquest and colonization by Spain, as Protestantism is now for the
ideological transformation and modernization after the model of the United States” (144).
This proposition of Protestantism’s effects in Mexico holds more weight than before with
Halloween’s costumes and symbolism creeping into the Mexican mainstream more and
more each year.
Christianity remains the most prominent religion in Mexico today, with an
overwhelming majority of the population at least claiming Catholicism, if not actively
practicing it. Consideration of the dead in daily life was not something new to Catholic
settlers in the New World; as Childs and Altman note, “prayers for the dead form a part
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of every Catholic Mass, and Masses for the dead have existed since the second century
A.D.” (11). What exists in Mexico today is an integration of those established Catholic
traditions from Spain with pre-existing practices from pre-Hispanic times.
Modern Times
The Aztec tradition held a particularly high reverence for death because of its
equivalency to life as simply another phase in the cycle of regeneration and renewal.
Many of the aspects of Aztec practices surrounding their glorification of death can also
be seen in current methods of remembrance and celebration throughout Mexico, most
powerfully in the more rural areas of the country where indigenous beliefs are still largely
prominent in the mentality of the smaller, mostly undeveloped communities. For
example, Garciagodoy reports that “the celebration of numerous days of the dead, along
with the preservation of pre-Hispanic symbols, signify the survival of Native traditions
and beliefs in the face of the constraints that concurrent Christian traditions and beliefs
necessarily imply” (121). One of the most important things to remember about Aztec
theology is its division of celebrations into several smaller separate ceremonies. This
practice has, in its own way, survived in shorter intervals through the division of the Days
of the Dead festivities into separate days for different groups of people, most notably
children, followed by adults the ensuing day. This is only one of several parallels that
can be drawn between pre-Hispanic rituals and those traditions that have endured until
today.
So how is this entrance of departed souls back into the world of the living
imaginatively possible? To be sure, it sounds like a scene from some strange science
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fiction or horror film. And if this idea seems so foreign and abstract, why does the
Mexican community hold so tightly to the possibility of its validity? The Mexican
sentiment surrounding Days of the Dead is attempted by Garciagodoy:
Dias de muertos looks not only back to the past but also toward the present and
the future, and another reason it is important is that it fosters hope: Those who
give offerings trust that their survivors will take care of them after they die, thus
assuring their immortality - at least in a limited sense - and ensuring the future of
traditions that provide meaning, continuity, and identity to their society. Hope
serves to hearten the humble so they can continue to struggle to provide stability
to their group with some optimism in the face of deep necessity... (45)
In the celebration of deceased loved ones, living relatives are also valued, the
harsh reality of life and its burdens is deferred, and this hope is passed on. It is because
of this remaining sentiment that Days of the Dead is such an important celebration.
Without the reassurance of the survival of the family, hope would be lost, and what then
would entice the Mexican each day to continue living? There are other more
reasons why Days of the Dead continues to be so widely celebrated, including the
possibility of social hierarchical inversion (equal treatment for everyone, rich and poor
alike), the emphasized value placed on life itself, and the sense of patriotism it can often
invoke in the Mexican people (Garciagodoy 262, 264). For all of these reasons. Days of
the Dead is an indispensable annual occurrence of immeasurable value to the morale and
psychological wellbeing of Mexico.
Establishing a timeline is the simplest way to explain the typical series of events
that take place at the end of October and the beginning of November each year. What
concise
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one must remember about this sacred celebration of the dead is that the deceased are not
necessarily considered “dead” in the same manner of speaking that most observers from
the United States would imagine. Carmichael and Sayer explain the generally accepted
attitude towards Days of the Dead:
As a time of reunion, there is nothing somber or macabre about the event: the
returning souls do not bring the odour of death and the grave with them, but come
as spirits who have returned from another world, which for many Mexican
Indians is very like this one. These worlds of the living and the dead exist in a
state of permanent interaction. (14)
Because of the transitory nature of the soul’s existence. Days of the Dead is viewed
time for remembrance and festivity, not sorrowful mourning or solemnity. It is as if the
souls of those departed are simply dropping by to spend some time with their loved ones,
and following suit, the relatives of those deceased make every effort during these crucial
days to provide all manner of comfort and nourishment for them. Shawn D. Haley and
Curt Fukuda describe the Mexican sentiment in their book entitled Day of the Dead:
as a
When Two Worlds Meet in Oaxaca:
Imagine that you are expecting some relatives or friends who live far away and
can only visit on rare occasions. They are coming home to visit but
circumstances prevent them from staying more than  a day or two. You would
pull out all the stops. You would want to make sure that their visit was the best
one possible. Nothing can be allowed to interfere with it and you will do
everything you can to insure a happy, harmonious reunion. (2-3)
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Keeping this in mind, families often save money and provisions all year long to provide
for their loved ones who will be returning on these important days and begin preparations
as early as October 18 (Day of San Lucas) (Carmichael 16). As mentioned earlier, the
importance of specific days of celebration for distinct manners of death is paramoimt, so
for example, this Day of San Lucas, if observed, commemorates those who suffered a
violent death (“because such souls are feared,” according to Carmichael and Sayer) (16).
Towards the end of October, preparations begin. Food and drink, candles, incense, and
other important items are purchased for the ofrendas. Gravesites are visited and cleaned
in preparation, and visits by living relatives may also be conducted during this time.
“There is a palpable feeling of excitement everywhere,” relate Haley and Fukuda.
“Everyone is anticipating a wonderful time, partly because their deceased relatives are
coming for a visit and partly because many of their living relatives are also coming
October 30 is the day on which “the first of the living guests begin to arrive”
(59). Family members and guests alike complete last minute tasks (such as shopping
and/or household jobs), and everyone is invited to sit back and enjoy delicious specialties
of the season such as pan de muerto and atole.^ On this day also, according to
Carmichael and Sayer, return “the child souls... who die[d] before baptism, los ninos
limbos*"' (20). October 31 is reserved for los angelitos, or rather, the souls of all other
children. The children’s souls are treated no differently than the souls of their adult
counterparts on the following day with a few exceptions. Often children will be offered
“simpler and less highly seasoned” food and drink, and sometimes toys are included in
graveside and ofrenda offerings (Carmichael 20). November 1 is the day during which
adult souls return, and a very strict series of events ensues, at least in the state of Oaxaca,
home.
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one of the poorest states in Mexico as well as one of the places were indigenous practices
still remain largely prominent in importance and implementation.  Haley and Fukuda
provide a guideline for the day, beginning with the importance of the freshness and
attractiveness of the ofrenda as well as the open door policy that invites both the dead and
the living indoors to visit.
One of the more interesting facts to note is that November 1 is generally reserved
as a time for conversation completely unrelated to the manner of death or “absence” of
the departed. Family members talk and take meals throughout the day while others from
the village that might know the dead visit intermittently. November 2 is the day during
which visits are made to the panteones (cemeteries), and families take the time to
decorate the actual gravesites of their loved ones. Outside the largest and most popular
cemeteries, large markets spring up stocked with all sorts of gifts and food for offerings
as well as to serve the needs of the living who spend all day (and sometimes all night)
visiting specific graves. After a day spent graveside, the majority of family members and
relatives leave by the early morning hours of November 3; by evening of the following
day, decorations are removed, and the festivities end for another year. Though short in
duration, this important remembrance of the dead is practiced each year without fail in
nearly every area of Mexico, and in some areas, the festivities are tantamount to and
beyond what could be imaginatively perceived by the average outsider until experienced
in person.
One of the most important aspects of Days of the Dead that should be explained
in more depth is the ofrenda, an integral and important altar for the dead that is often built
inside the homes of their families (see fig. 2). There are several ways in which an
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ofrenda can be constructed. Some sort of platform is usually needed, consisting of one or
more boxes or a table, and this platform can be constructed on the ground or suspended
from the ceiling. The purpose of an ofrenda is to commemorate as well as provide for
the soul of the deceased, so some typical components would include religious
paraphernalia (e.g., images of the Virgin Mary or Jesus, crucifixes), clothing, food and
drink, and perhaps a photo of the loved one (Garciagodoy 8). Altars usually are dressed
with a tablecloth or other decorative covering, and an arch is sometimes constructed
using canes and adorned with greenery, flowers, and/or finit (Carmichael 19). Papeles
picados (“sheets of multi-coloured tissue paper with punched or cut-out designs”) are an
interesting addition to some altars, perhaps a tradition hearkening back to the celebration
of the xocotl previously mentioned, which sometimes boasted paper banners attached to
the top of it when erect (Carmichael 19, 30). According to Garciagodoy and her field
research in Mixquic, “a town well-known for its faithfulness to Dias de muertos and
whose 21,000 residents had 2 million visitors for the celebration in 1993,” the ofrenda
should consist of nine specific elements:
(1) Water slakes the thirst of the spirits and represents purity and the source of
life; (2) salt, with its purifying qualities, is an invitation to the banquet, an element
that retards the corruption of the body, and a symbol of wisdom; (3) candles,
symbols of eternal love, faith, and hope, signify triumph for having passed into
immortality; (4) copal, incense, is an offering to the gods and to transmit praises
and prayers; (5) flowers stand for love and the sun; (6) a petate^ is for rest, as that
is where the spirit stops to enjoy the ofrenda; (7) toys are for the angelitos; (8) an
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image of an itzcuintl? will help the deceased cross the River Chiconauapan; (9)
bread/tamales/an itacate (traveler’s provisions) are fraternal gifts. (9)
Specifically beyond the aforementioned items, at least one loaf of pan de muerto is
usually included in a typical ofrenda, and special traditional Mexican dishes are popular,
such as atole and mole.^ Large quantities of cempasuchil, the “flower of the dead, are
an extremely important component of the ofrenda because it is their scent that leads the
spirits back to their offerings. Carmichael and Sayer elaborate:
‘Paths’ of marigold petals are strewn from the ofrenda to the door of the house to
guide the souls to their feast. Sometimes the flower-path also leads from the door
of the house out into the roadway in the direction of the cemetery. This is to
ensure that the souls will not only find their way to the offering, but also back to
the cemetery; should they lose their way, they might remain in this world to
trouble the living. (18)
Ofrendas are not the only place where ceremonial remembrance is conducted, as
mentioned earlier, November 1 is generally reserved for private, in-home family
gatherings while November 2 allows for entire families to group together at the cemetery,
next to the burial sites of their loved ones. The setup is virtually the same; the same
elements included in the ofrenda serve as the decorations and offerings on the recently
cleaned graves: cempasuchil, copal incense,^® calaveras, food and drink are present in the
graveyard as family members all congregate or take turns remaining in the graveyard “to
enjoy the presence of the disembodied guests” while other families choose to remain at
home for a second day to welcome guests and converse with the dead in that manner
(Garciagodoy 15). In any case, after the morning cleaning and decoration of the grave.
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“the rest of the day passes with pleasant conversation, mutual visitation, and general
camaraderie” (Haley 108). Throughout the day children play and the townspeople will
probably make some sort of collective effort to assemble a small space for the olvidados.
The dead who no longer have any living relative or fiiend to tend
their grave” make their presence known just as much as those whose families make
elaborate efforts to recognize them (Haley 112). Haley and Fukuda also comment on an
interesting reality that many may not have considered: What happens to those spirits who
have family members that choose to be negligent in caring for them? In Oaxaca, a
woman named Dora cares for the graves of her parents as well as one particular olvidado
each year. Haley and Fukuda relay her sentiments:
She says that the family moved away to Mexico City many years ago and became
modernized. By this, she meant that they had forgotten the traditional ways. She
told me in a whisper as we sat at her mother’s grave that she thought that family
had lost their way but that they would eventually find their way back. In the
meantime, she wanted the grandfather (the one in the grave) to be looked after
properly. That way, when the family eventually returned to the traditional ways,
they would have nothing to apologize for. (114-115)
Dora effectively illustrates the reason why families spend their year’s savings
offerings as well as why such energy is exhausted each November in decorating and
cleaning family homes and the gravesites of departed loved ones. For the Mexican, the
Days of the Dead celebration is about putting family first, alive or dead, and about
fulfilling duties to the dead while still in the land of the living so that when his time




ancient Aztec religious belief in a constant cycle of destruction and rebirth, a cycle that
the Mexican people have kept alive for centuries.
As night falls, “the disembodied guests leave in the order in which they arrived
and are bidden farewell... Words of farewell may be spoken. Church bells may be rung.
New offerings of food, drink, and clothing may be prepared” (Garciagodoy 13).
Sometimes the food that has been offered to the dead is eaten by the families, even
though the families say “they can tell the flavor and the scent have been consumed”
(Garciagodoy 14). Until next October, the festival has finally come to a close.
Another aspect of the Days of the Dead celebration each year is the calavera. The
word calavera itself is perhaps a bit of a misnomer, as it can represent a number of
different things; calaveras come in all shapes and sizes, from chocolate and sugar to clay
and wood, in large and small sizes (see fig. 3). Calaveras can also refer to literary
creations, often in the form of poetry, that poke fun at and often insult the dead for whom
they are written. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the calavera in comical skeletal
form has become a cultural icon of sorts, with artists all over Mexico, most notably Jose
Guadalupe Posada, transforming it into a macabre representation of the brevity and
reality of life. The calavera as a presence during Days of the Dead is actually one of the
most ideal and concise representations of the Mexican attitude towards death; succinctly
put, “since all the bread eaters will die and stay dead, as have all the bread eaters who
have preceded us, clearly death dwells in life, survives life, and hence should be seen as
even more natural to the human body than life” (Garciagodoy 238). The calavera is just
as life itself; the edible versions are simultaneously sweet and bitter. The name of the
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person who the calavera represents is written across its forehead, erasing the anonymity
of the act. Death, as life, is specific and direct.
The origin of these sweet treats is uncertain; Hugo Nutini is quoted in Carmichael
and Sayer pondering this question:
At first glance, sugar skulls appear to be a survival fi*om pre-Hispanic times,
perhaps having to do with the human skulls that were kept as trophies by
households or tepochcallis (men’s houses) and offered to or displayed in honor of
a particular god at certain festivals... But the human skull as a symbol of death
has a long history in Christendom, and it could equally well be that the sugar
skulls in the ofirenda are of Catholic origin. (48)
And so, equally important is the calavera* s bridging of two cultures, that of the Catholic
and of the indigenous. It successfully represents both traditions in one concise icon.
Literary as well as other forms of the calavera serve the same purpose; both poke fun at
the dead and represent them doing daily activities, notions that seem absurd in American
culture, but in Mexico serve a multitude of purposes. Garciagodoy describes the
calavera in more detail:
It erases the difference between being alive and being dead, and that erasure
permits a hope in some continuing existence after life and in some continuing
relationship with the dead who were dear to us. It permits a hope of transcending
the suffering and the sorrow of subordinated life, including through hope itself.
(273)
In closing this first chapter, it is important to keep in mind each of the many
facets that make up a typical Days of the Dead celebration because they represent not
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only the chain of events during a particular time of the year but also a larger, broader
perception of what the Mexican thinks and feels about death. Manifestations of emotion
and perception of death can be achieved through completing certain ceremonial practices
each year, but death is omnipresent in Mexican culture beyond the autumn months of
October and November. As Octavio Paz famously writes in El laberinto de la soledad.
El desprecio a la muerte no esta renido con el culto que le profesamos. Ella esta
presente en nuestras fiestas, en nuestros juegos, en nuestros amores y en nuestros
pensamientos. Morir y matar son ideas que pocas veces nos abandonan. La
muerte nos seduce. (63)
Death has been explained and interpreted in many ways by writers and artists alike. A




Juan Rulfo: A Literary Perspective on Death
Famous Hispanic writer Carlos Fuentes was quoted by Patrick Dove as having
said that Rulfo’s work is “not only the highest expression achieved so far in the Mexican
novel ... [but where] we also find a thread that leads us into the new Latin American
novel, and to its relation with the so-called international crisis of the novel” (qtd. in
“Reflections” 91). What is most interesting about Rulfo’s body of work, which chiefly
consists of El llano en llamas and Pedro Paramo, is the manner in which he is able to
capture so concisely the complete desolation of rural Mexican life by interweaving the
inextricable threads of death into part of that reality, blending together the two worlds in
such an illusory manner that one cannot tell the two apart. By beginning with a few short
stories selected from El llano en llamas and later discussing Pedro Paramo in some
depth, it will become clear why “Rulfo’s work... also announces the collapse of the
aesthetic ideology through which the value of literature has traditionally been upheld by
the Western philosophical tradition” (Dove 91).
Rulfo wrote acutely about the things that surrounded him in his native state of
Jalisco. In one of many introductions to The Burning Plain and Other Stories, George D.
Schade writes that “crude and perverse passions, solitude and death stand out as tangible
phenomena against the opaqueness of the Indian characters’ tragic lives” (viii). And
though Rulfo asserts in an interview with Joseph Sommers that “nunca he usado, ni en los
cuentos ni en Pedro Paramo, nada autobiografico,”^ many of the people and places
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portrayed in his works mirror very closely his own past as well as realities in his own Hfe.
The grand hacienda-owning character of Pedro Paramo could have been drawn straight
from the family tree; as Carmen Boullosa explains, “Juan Rulfo’s grandfather was a
wealthy provincial rancher, his hacienda so lavish the locals thought he’d made a pact
with the devil” (25). He maintains that his birthplace was in Apulco, Jalisco, though he
was registered in the city of Sayula, on May 16, 1917. It is true that Rulfo “[tuvo] una
infancia muy dura, muy dificil,
both of his parents and his father’s brothers’ assassinations. Despite these impediments,
Rulfo was largely a self-taught man, learning from a variety of sources, including a
monk’s library that serendipitously was deposited in his casa familiar (family home) for
some time, and listening in on courses in art history despite his ineligibility to actually
enroll in the university in Mexico City. In 1930 and 1940, he began publishing some
work in various journals, nd^mQXy America and Pan, and eventually completed his major
publications, with his literary apex being the penning of both El llano en llamas,
published in 1953 in complete book form (several stories had been previously published
in America and Pan by 1945) and Pedro Paramo in 1955. Notably, in 1980, some of
Rulfo’s photography was published in a book entitled Inframundo, and the last twenty
years of his life were dedicated to his work with the Institute Nacional Indigenista de
Mexico. He died in Mexico City on January 7, 1986, but his work irrefutably lives on.
»2
and when he was very young, he suffered the reality of
El llano en llamas
There are several stories in El llano en llamas that incorporate death as an integral
theme, but particularly, there are three that best present a metaphor for the Mexican
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sentiment towards life and death, those three being “Talpa,
As Graciela B. Coulson explains in her article on two of Rulfo’s most
well-known cuentos, “‘Talpa’ es la historia de una culpa; es la vida como fuga iniitil de la
conciencia obsesionada por el remordimiento que se encama en la doble imagen de
Tanilo vivo y muerto” (160).^
>» c«
jDiles que no me maten!.
and “Luvina.
“Talpa” tells the story of Tanilo, the brother of the narrator, and his desire to
make the long trek from his town of Zenzontla to Talpa to visit the Virgin who resides
there, his only hope of being cured of his dreadful disease, a disease unnamed in the story
but with open, runny skin sores as one of its symptoms. Because of a sexual attraction
between the narrator and Tanilo’s wife, Natalia, they decide to bring him to Talpa,
something he desperately wants, knowing that the journey will be too hard and that he
will probably die along the way. The trip does prove long, and at one point Tamlo
decides that he wants to turn back, something Natalia and the narrator do not allow. By
story’s end, Tanilo has died, as predicted, and Natalia and the narrator have achieved the
goal they set out to accomplish, but the guilt of Natalia’s actions have changed her
feelings for the narrator, and by the end of the tale, all that is left is a sentiment of
extreme remorse.
The story has a “full-circle” quality about it; in only about ten pages, a tale of
deception and death is told in its entirety, starting and ending with the same macabre
image: that of Tanilo’s illness-stricken corpse, buried in a shallow grave, stinking of
disease. This powerful imagery could signify a number of things, but ultimately, the
circular nature of the story’s timeline suggests, first, the cyclic nature of life, and perhaps
how everything eventually will culminate in death. This story is also a great literary
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manifestation of Octavio Paz’s theory that “la muerte es un espejo que refleja las
gesticulaciones de la vida” (58).^ There is nothing to find at the end of this elaborate and
important “pilgrimage” except death, a fate that Tanilo would have met even if he had not
vanas
attempted the trip to Talpa. This, however, is probably not the “vain gesticulation” Paz is
referring to in El laberinto\ perhaps a better example of such is the affair between the
narrator and Natalia, a carnal, fleeting desire that has, by story’s end, resulted in more
suffering than enjoyment for both parties involved. Coulson comments that “el amor ha
sido un intento poco exitoso y muy breve de escapar de ella”^ because the feeling persists
that life itself is cruel and hard, that there are few opportunities for any escape from its
difficulties, and that death is the anticipated gateway to a better place. The narrator
explains the guilt and remorse that he and Natalia must endure because of their evil deed:
Yo se ahora que Natalia esta arrepentida de lo que paso. Y yo tambien lo estoy;
pero eso no nos salvara del remordimiento ni nos dara ninguna paz ya nunca. No
podra tranquilizamos saber que Tanilo se hubiera muerto de todos modos porque
ya le tocaba, y que de nada habia servido ir a Talpa tan alia, tan lejos.^ (74)
The guilt is irremediable, even after his death has been achieved. Tamlo’s experience on
the road to Talpa could, in fact, be considered an extended metaphor for the duration of
life. Coulson suggests the same, that “para Tanilo tambien es Talpa el momento
fundamental por cuanto significa el fin de esa peregrinacion miserable que es la vida
humana” (161).^ There is often pain, the road is long and sorrowful, and at the end, the
Mexican is only met with death’s promise of a better afterlife. The ideas behind “Talpa”
mirror some of Paz’s postulations:
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La indiferencia del mexicano ante la muerte se nutre de su indiferencia ante la
vida. El mexicano no solamente postula la intrascendencia del morir, sino la del
vivir. Nuestras canciones, refranes, fiestas y reflexiones popnlares manifiestan de
ima manera inequivoca que la muerte no nos asusta porque “la vida nos ha curado
de espantos”. Morir es natural y hasta deseable; cuanto m^ pronto, mejor.^ (63)
There is no value in life, thus no fear associated with death. The supposed non¬
transcendent nature of both also attribute to the fearlessness of the Mexican when faced
with his fate, as Tanilo was faced with his own fate once he had reached Talpa. His
maddened dance right after their arrival in Talpa is representative of a final desperate plea
for life, a moment’s realization of hope for the future; Rulfo describes him “como si
estuviera sacudiendo el coraje que llevaba encima desde hacia tiempo; o como si
haciendo un ultimo esfiierzo por conseguir vivir im poco mas” (79).^ But, as the reader
knows, this moment passes, and Tanilo dies in jfront of the pulpit, in front of the Virgin,
Ironically enough.
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his salvation from pain, “rezando a gritos para oir que rezaba” (79).
it is death, not the saving of his life, which ultimately relieves Tanilo of his suffering.
Another theme to consider in “Talpa” that has a more direct relationship to the
current Days of the Dead celebration in Mexico is the burden that the dead place on the
living. One of the reasons that many of the remaining communities with elaborate and
expensive Todos santos celebrations continue to invest such time and effort each year
into this meticulous care of the departed is the old established belief that neglecting the
spirits’ needs will result in ill luck for the remainder of the year. An interesting story
related by Garciagodoy goes like this:
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A woman married a man and went to live in his community. He did not believe
the dead return once a year, and when his wife asked him for money to purchase
the goods necessary for an ofrenda for their deceased parents, he refused.
laughing at her for being superstitious... “Offer them shit!” He left, slamming the
door, and went to a bar to drink... The husband left the bar so drunk that he
passed out on his way home. He awoke at midnight and saw a procession of the
happy dead carrying off beautiful fruits, flowers, and olios (earthenware pots) of
their favorite foods... The very last were his own dead parents who walked
weeping, carrying a dish of their son’s feces. The man repented... but it was too
late. That year, after losing everything he had, he suffered an accident and died.
(3)
This story is an interesting complement to the story of “Talpa” because it demonstrates
the consequences of not caring for the dead. For Natalia and the narrator, Tanilo’s death
torments them psychologically, just as the drunken man in the story is tormented by the
visualization of his parents weeping and without provisions; the thought of what they
have done to him and the insistence of embedding the image of his remains in the
reader’s mind emphasize the grotesque wrong that was committed.
“jDiles que no me maten!” (“Tell Them Not To Kill Me”) is another Rulfo short
story with an (obvious) overall theme of death. Here too is evident the strong will to live
from the main character, Juvencio Nava, and that sort of futile journey in which so many
of the protagonists in Rulfo are engaged. Juvencio, like Natalia and the narrator of
“Talpa,” is facing punishment for actions he committed, but unlike the pair who more or
less led Tanilo to his death, Juvencio has committed a crime largely against the
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established laws of a country and less against his own conscience. But like Tanilo,
Juvencio seems to follow a sequence of conflicted emotions between wanting to live and
giving in to his inevitable and impending death.
The story of Juvencio Nava is very simple. Thirty-five years prior to the present.
Juvencio killed a man, an owner of a hacienda (and alleged good friend) named Don
Lupe Terreros who would not allow Juvencio’s livestock to pasture on his fertile land
during a drought. Now, after decades of wandering from town to town, trying to evade
the authorities, and giving up nearly everything he held dear, including his wife, they
have found him; he is taken to meet the one who is to kill him, Don Lupe’s son, and then
he is shot, after which his son Justino retrieves his body to take him home for burial.
The plot itself sounds simple enough, but the emotional conflict and chain of
events through Juvencio’s thirty-five years on the run are a larger comment by Rulfo on
the nature of life and death. Many of the same ideas suggested in “Talpa” are also
present in this short story, including the representation of life as this sort of “viaje de ida
y vuelta” (roundtrip) that only ends with death,  a death that relieves suffering and ends
persecution (Coulson 161). Again death is presented as a saving grace, though Juvencio
seems to go a little less willingly into that everlasting life than Tanilo did. An interesting
aspect of “jDiles que no me maten!” is the interconnectedness of death throughout the
plot. For example, Juvencio’s stock were dying, thus Juvencio killed Don Lupe.
Because of Don Lupe’s murder, another death occurs, that of Juvencio. And so, at the
end of the day (or lifetime), the cattle were really the least of Juvencio’s concerns. Those
cattle became a defining factor in his ultimate untimely downfall, which is extremely
ironic. Perhaps “untimely” isn’t the best word for Juvencio, since he was actually quite
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old by the time he met his demise, but what is most saddening about his life is the way in
which he spent it. The choice he imposed on himself - to lose everything he loved or to
die - was a lose-lose situation in the end because his fear of death only resulted in a
prolonged life without meaning.
Just as in “Talpa,” Rulfo chooses to end this story with a gruesome image of
physical decay and death. Juvencio’s son, Justino, makes a final comment after
retrieving his father’s remains: “Tu nuera y los nietos te extranar^... Te mirar^ a la
cara y creer^ que no eres tu. Se les afigurara que te ha comido el coyote, cuando te vean
con esa cara tan llena de boquetes por tanto tiro de gracia como te dieron” (111)-
Perhaps with this concrete image of the mortal human form, Rulfo is emphasizing the
absence of the soul or essence within the corporeal being. This same idea could apply to
Tanilo’s stinking corpse, though with a little less believability because of his extremely
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sickly state before his death.
Another matter that shows up multiple times in “jDiles que no me maten!” is an
overt concern for the responsibility of caring for the family. With both Don Lupe and
Justino, some comment is made with regard to the continued care and provision for their
respective families. For example, even before Justino will go to ask Don Lupe’s son for
pero si de perdida me afiisilan a
Don Lupe’s son
mercy on behalf of his own father, he asks Juvencio,
tiC
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mi tambien, <^quien cuidara de mi mujer y de los hijos?”’ (105).
recounts that his father’s cries for help included requests for the care of his family. It is
Juvencio who has little regard for his own family: “Aquel dia en que amanecio con la
nueva de que su mujer se le habia ido, ni siquiera le paso por la cabeza la intencion de
salir a buscarla” (107).
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And perhaps because of this, the protagonist who only cares for
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himself is ironically the one who meets his end with no one to offer him mercy. It seems
that Rulfo thought it was important to at least note that the Mexican tradition places the
utmost importance on the strength and unity of family. Of course one of these
manifestations of family importance and togetherness is the Days of the Dead
celebration, a time when the emotional depth of family bonds can transcend even death.
Another interesting detail from this story of Rulfo’s is a statement that Juvencio
Nava makes about hiding in the mountains from his pursuers:
Y yo echaba pal monte, entreverandome entre los madronos y pas^dome los dias
comiendo solo verdolagas. A veces tenia que salir  a la medianoche, como si me
fiieran correteando los perros. Eso duro toda la vida. No flie un ano ni dos. Fue
toda la vida.^^ (106-107)
His choice of words in this statement is so profound because he sums up in one sentence
the whole of how life really is: it is only enjoyable if it is possible to forget how closely
death pursues. For everyone, the “dogs” are always right behind, and what’s umque
about the Mexican mentality, apart from most other cultures, and certainly the immediate
cultures that surround Mexico, is its ability to achieve this forgetfulness. Paz comments
on the Mexican’s love for death: “El mexicano... la frecuenta, la burla, la acaricia.
duerme con ella, la festeja, es uno de sus juguetes favorites y su amor mas permanente
There is no fear in death, and as such, there is no fear in life, an attitude most
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(63).
could only hope to achieve.
A final short story by Rulfo is “Luvina,” a story that is often considered to be a
precursor to Pedro Paramo because of the equally desolate landscapes presented in each.
As Ana Maria Lopez asserts, “Como Comala en Pedro Paramo^ [el paisaje de “Luvina”]
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es im lugar que va perdiendo su eficacia, su vigor; solo quedan los viejos ciiidando a sus
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muertos” (183). The surface plot of the story lacks complexity; there is a town that
exists not far from where the narrator of the story and a former resident of said town are
having a few beers. The town’s name is Luvina, and the former resident (whose name is
never revealed) paints a bleak picture of this town, illustrating it as the grimmest place on
Earth, a town where “solo viven los puros viejos  y los que todavia no han nacido,”^^ a
place with “un viento que no deja crecer ni a las dulcamaras... arrastra arena de volc^...
This same man was a schoolteacher, with a wife and
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un aire negro” (112-113, 118).
children, who recounts how he once spent some time living in Luvina, detailing his first
night in town and his attempts to help the people there free themselves from their dreary
way of life. He laments at the end of his tale the effects that Luvina has had on his hopes
for a better life and his attitude towards the future, and then the dialogue abruptly ends as
he slumps over and falls asleep right where he sits.
There are numerous metaphors throughout “Luvina” that comment on the
tradition of death and its relative impact on life in Mexico. For starters, the very nature
of life in Luvina is completely devoid of any future plans or desires save caring for their
Pero si nosotros nos vamos, ̂quien se llevara a nuestros muertos? Elios viven
Echoes of Days of the Dead resonate in this
statement, though it is granted that the case of those caring for the deceased in Luvina is
at extreme odds with the situations of most Mexican families come November. For these
dead.
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aqui y no podemos dejarlos solos’” (120).
people - this population - it is a matter of starvation. During their conversation the
former resident tells the narrator. Y alia siguen. Usted los vera ahora que vaya.
Mascando bagazos de mesquite seco y trag^dose su propia saliva para enganar el
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hambre. Los mirara pasar como sombras, repegados al muro de las casas, casi
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arrastrados por el viento’” (120). Perhaps these residents of Luvina are, like the
characters in Pedro Paramo, some form of the living dead, spirits caught between two
worlds. Later on in the conversation, the narrator’s schoolteacher friend says, “‘San Juan
Luvina. Me sonaba a nombre de cielo aquel nombre. Pero aquello es el purgatorio. Un
lugar moribundo donde se han muerto hasta los perros y ya no hay ni quien le ladre al
silencio’”(120).
The women of Luvina are very interesting; Rulfo’s characterization of them is
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very precise:
Era como un aletear de murcielagos en la oscuridad, muy cerca de nosotros... Me
levante y se oyo el aletear mas fuerte... Entonces camine de puntitas hacia alia,
sintiendo delante de mi aquel murmullo sordo. Me detuve en la puerta y las vi.
Via todas las mujeres de Luvina con su ctoaro al hombro, con el rebozo colgado
de su cabeza y sus figuras negras sobre el negro fondo de la noche. ‘^Que
quieren?’ les pregunte. ‘^Que buscan a estas horas?’ Una de ellos respondio:
‘ Vamos por agua.’ Las vi paradas frente a mi, mir^dome. Luego, como si
flieran sombras, echaron a caminar calle abajo con sus negros cantaros.
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(117-118)
Their black attire against the equally dark backdrop of the evening sky as well as their
hushed demeanor and their collective search for water really impresses a vision of souls
making the four-year-long journey towards Mictlan. Perhaps Luvina is just a stopping
point along the way, another town on the path filled with hardships and sadness. The
Yo diria que es el lugar donde anida la tristeza... Y usted, sinarrator’s friend tells him,
iiC
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quiere, puede ver esa tristeza a la hora que quiera. El aire que alii sopla la revuelve, pero
no se la lleva nimca’” (114).^^ Luvina perhaps is an overly exaggerated version of life’s
suffering but effective nonetheless in relaying once again the idea of death as something
to be thankful for, something to look forward to. To quote once more the former
resident:
Es que alia el tiempo es muy largo. Nadie lleva la cuenta de las horas ni a nadie
le preocupa como van amonton^dose los anos. Los dias comienzan y se acaban.
Luego viene la noche. Solamente el dia y la noche hasta el dia de la muerte, que
para ellos es una esperanza.^"* (118)
The glorification of death as a relief jfrom the severity of being alive is probably
the theme that stands out the most throughout this collection of short stories when dealing
with death. For Tanilo, Juvencio Nava, and the residents of Luvina, faith in the afterlife
is one of the only things that sustains each of them in this world. It’s especially
interesting to turn this theme around and consider the implications of fiction such as
Rulfo’s as a comment on the modem practices pursued in Mexico in relation to
remembrance of the dead. The Days of the Dead festivities are a time of joyousness, a
time to celebrate the lives of those who are no longer living as well as a time to enjoy the
company of friends and family, but perhaps the greatest purpose in remembering the dead
is to recognize and rejoice for the happier existence that they will lead upon arrival at
their final destination in the afterlife. Through revelry each November are saluted those
who are better off than the rest of us still remaining here in the land of the living.
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Pedro Paramo
The story that Carlos Puentes once called “the greatest Mexican novel ever
written” has much to reveal about the country’s intricacies; through its labyrinthine
temporalities, the reader is able to veritably gather a sense of the Mexican essence, that
elusive sensation/comprehension that is really only grasped by those who were bom into
it. I will focus on exploring the different interpretations of death layered throughout the
text, but it should be noted that Rulfo’s multi-dimensional novella covers several
important aspects of Mexican life, from politics to geography.
There is a poem in the first few pages of Homenaje a Juan Rulfo, a collection of
conversations and compositions surrounding the author, his friends, and his work, that
gives a little perspective on how Rulfo felt about his own writings. It reads as follows:
Vine a Comala porque me dijeron que aca
vivia mi padre, un tal Pedro Paramo...
Y yo fui para alia.
y no encontre a nadie;
y por eso estoy aqm
y desde entonces estoy buscando;
pero hoy estoy tranquilo
porque los encontre a ustedes
y por eso estoy aqui con ustedes
porque estoy con ustedes y los quiero
y quiero que sepan
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que los qmero bien.
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Por eso estoy aqm.
One of the first noticeable things about this poem is its descending structure, a structure
that is so important to the overall sentiment towards death throughout the story. For
example, the portrayal of the simple landscape on Juan Preciado’s journey towards
Comala is downhill. Juan describes his walk with Abundio towards the town:
Bajamos cada vez m^. Habiamos dejado el aire caliente alia arriba y nos ibamos
hundiendo en el puro calor sin aire... - Race calor aqui - dije. — Si, y esto no es
nada — me contesto el otro -... Ya lo sentira mas fuerte cuando lleguemos a
Comala. Aquello esta sobre las brasas de la tierra, en la mera boca del Infiemo.
Con decide que muchos de los que alii se mueren, al llegar al Infiemo regresan
por su cobija.^^ (67)
There is a powerful and obvious sense of purgatory about Comala. The people there are
for judgment, half starved, suffering, and
generally unhappy. And the extent of the suffering experienced by Comala’s residents
covers a wide range, including the pain of love unrequited, family lost, and even
delusional insanity. As Alan S. Bell states, “Rulfo has built a world of purgatory where
guilty souls and memories of the past do penance by never coming to a state of rest”
„27
all waiting “en la mera boca del Infiemo
(241).
The poem also presents the reader with a gamut of tenses that suggests the
complex temporal shifts throughout the novel. The sequence of the phrases in the poem
accurately mirror the sequence of unfolding events in Comala firom the beginning to the
end of Juan Preciado’s journey. By the end of the poem (as well as in the novel), it is
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evident that a love has been formed for the people he has encountered in Comala. His
transition into a resident of the town is complete; through his arrival and death he has
spanned the bridge between the realms of the living and the dead.
While each character experiences his or her own unique sort of slide into despair
or failure, the final result is the same; even the most important and influential characters
(such as Pedro Paramo himself) face the same fate as those who oppose them on the
social spectrum (e.g., Susana, a woman of unsound mind, or Abundio, a commoner). The
ultimate irony at the end of the book is the realization that every single character, even
Juan Preciado, is dead, which is again suggestive of this underlying theme of a
fate, a common end for all souls, regardless of the manner in which their life has been
led. Just as Paz suggests in his theories on the subject, “Frente a ella nuestra vida se
dibuja e inmoviliza. Antes de desmoronarse y hundirse en la nada, se esculpe y vuelve




lived is an interesting concept because for the most part, the deaths of the characters in
Pedro P^amo are largely unrevealed. For example, there is little to suggest that Juan
Preciado is dead until he is having a conversation with Dorotea, another character who is
already dead, in the grave in which she had buried him! Needless to say, the story itself
has a completely out-of-sequence timeline, hopping from Juan Preciado’s walk into
Comala to Pedro P^amo’s childhood and back to Juan’s conversation with dona
Eduviges. Each separate scene also has a different perspective from the last; some are
seen through Pedro P^amo’s eyes while Juan Preciado explains others to the reader from
his grave. The best explanation to be given for the temporal breaks with reference to the
theme of death could be to suggest or imply the cyclic, unending nature of it; throughout
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the telling of the story, several characters are unaware of their own physical state (dead or
alive), and dead characters are often treated no differently than those that are
(supposedly) alive. For example, towards the beginning of the story, dona Eduviges
recounts the story of Miguel Paramo’s death, telling Juan Preciado that right after
Miguel’s death, his spirit visited her. The conversation that ensues between the two
consists of dona Eduviges explaining to Miguel that he has died, a fact of which Miguel
Lo que sucede es que yo no pude dar con ella,’” Miguel tells dona
Eduviges, talking about his girlfriend of sorts who lives in Contla, a town close by. He
(44IS unaware.
continues:
‘Se me perdio el pueblo. Habia mucha neblina o humo o no se que; pero si se que
Contla no existe... Si se lo dijera a los dem^ de Comala dirian que estoy loco,
como siempre han dicho que lo estoy.’ ‘No. Loco no, Miguel. Debes estar
muerto. Acuerdate que te dijeron que ese caballo te iba a matar algun dia...
Manana tu padre se torcera de dolor... Lo siento por el. Ahora vete y descansa en
paz, Miguel. Te agradezco que hayas venido a despedirte de mi.’ (84)
This conversation is so strange simply because there is an immediate recogmtion that
Miguel is dead, yet no change in treatment by dona Eduviges in any way towards his
spirit. In Miguel there is an obvious confusion over what has happened to him, and his
recollection of the evening contains no lapses in memory during which he could have
died. Through this kind of temporal methodology and unassuming treatment of
characters’ knowledge, Rulfo melds the two worlds, spirit and living, into a single
amalgam of sad existences in one sad town plagued with illness, poverty, and political
tyranny.
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There is an interesting interplay between religion and salvation in Pedro Paramo
as well, in the form of a particular priest, padre Renteria, who denies the hopes of
salvation to the people of Comala only to be equally denied his own absolution in the
end. The story of dona Eduviges’ death is one of the first solid allusions the reader
receives to the possibility that everyone throughout the town is already dead. Her story
also illuminates the idea that how one dies defines how one lived as well as the
importance of recognizing the common equality among all those who die, young or old,
deserving or undeserving of their last rites. Dona Eduviges’ sister Maria Dyada, in a
conversation with padre Renteria, describes all Eduviges’ good deeds throughout her life,
a truth she believes should overrule the nature of her death, which was suicide. But padre
Fallo a ultima hora,’ eso es lo que le dije. ‘En el ultimo momento.Renteria disagrees:
iTantos bienes acumulados para su salvacion, y perderlos asi de pronto!”’ (92).
ccc
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Juan’s series of encounters with other residents of the town solidify the
atmosphere of dual-natured and uncertain death that lingers on the air in Comala.
Beginning with Damiana Cisneros and ending with Donis’ sister, it becomes certain that
“Juan Preciado’s interpretation of reality cannot be trusted” (Bell 241). His conversation
with Damiana Cisneros begins with the realization that dona Eduviges is dead (“Pobre
Eduviges. Debe de andar penando todavia”)^^ and ends with the second realization that
Damiana is also deceased, a reality of which she is aware but unwilling to share with
Juan. As Juan tells Damiana about his mother’s death, he adds, “‘Si. Quiza usted debio
saberlo.’” When Damiana continues, ‘“<^Y por qud iba a saberlo? Hace muchos ahos que
no se nada,’” Juan responds intuitively, saying, ‘“Entonces, ̂como es que dio usted
conmigo?”’ When Damiana doesn’t answer, Juan begins to scream, ‘“^Esta usted viva.
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Damiana? jDigame, Damiana!”’ (102). The dissolution of her presence at this point in
the story diminishes the confidence that the reader can truly place in Juan’s account of
events. His encounter with Donis and his sister, which blurs between dreams and the
alert “reality” of Comala’s days and nights, can hardly be considered veritable. The
evening of his death, Juan’s final vision of Donis’ sister lying next to him in bed borders
on hallucination:
El calor me hizo despertar al filo de la medianoche. Y el sudor. El cuerpo de
aquella mujer hecho de tierra, envuelto en costras de tierra, se desbarataba como
si estuviera derritiendose en un charco de lodo. Yo me sentia nadar entre el sudor
que chorreaba de ella y me falto el aire que se necesita para respirar... De su boca
borbotaba un ruido de burbujas muy parecido al del estertor.^^ (116-117)
From a symbolic perspective, Juan’s vision means one of several things; the dissolving of
the woman’s body into earth could be symbolic of the natural degradation of a human
corpse over time undergroimd. This idea of the body integrating itself back into the cycle
of life is an idea not far from the Aztec theological beliefs about destruction and rebirth
that are so paramount in a full understanding of Days of the Dead. Within the contexts of
the novel. Bell also suggests that Juan “dies of flight having succumbed to the fierce
image of Pedro Paramo” (242). The cacique’ all-encompassing power over the land
and his decision at the end of the novel after Susana’s death “[cruzar sus] brazos [asi
is an actualized manifestation of Pedro P^amo’s
„35
que] Comala se morira de hambre
ability to take the inhabitants of an entire town and bring about their demise. Donis’
sister’s disintegrating body is a physical materialization of Pedro P^amo’s exercise of
authority over both the land and its residents simultaneously.
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Adding to his weariness from sadness over the death of his mother and fatigue
from a long journey, the stirrings in Comala become an overpowering force on Juan’s
sanity, and it is when Juan reaches this point of extreme susceptibility that he crosses
over from the realm of the living into a dual state of existence as a constant resident of
Comala, stuck between worlds. As Bell articulates, “Juan’s death marks the dividing
point of the novel, thus maintaining a duality that has characterized almost every aspect
of the book” (242). The reader is introduced to the notion of an entirely different
interpretation of the text after this point in the novel, but also before, as it is now
understood that even as Juan Preciado spoke his first words at the beginmng of the novel,
he was already neatly in the grave, tucked away with the rest of Comala’s inhabitants,
recounting his tale for a spiritual audience of sorts.
The second half of the story is very different thematically from the first half; the
focus shifts from the residents of Comala to its leader, the namesake and complex
character of Pedro Paramo himself While many of the themes associated with Pedro
P^amo’s role as the cacique are outside the scope of this discussion on the aspects of
death in Comala, there are two very important instances in the second half of the novel
that further this theme - the poignant death scenes of both the infamous cacique and his
beloved Susana San Juan.
Throughout the first half of the novel, bits and pieces of Pedro P^amo’s
childhood with Susana are revealed sporadically amidst the dominant storyline of Juan
Preciado’s arrival and short stay in Comala. As Bell explains, “the great sin in the second
half of the work is the denial of God and of individual will,” and the second half of the
plot develops the relationship between padre Renteria and Pedro Paramo and the
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subordinate theme (that becomes dominant in the second half) of religion and salvation
mentioned earlier (243). Interestingly enough it is Susana San Juan’s personal
experience with the dead when very young that turns her towards madness in her later
years. Her father, while searching for money, lowered Susana into a cave where she
instead found human remains, an experience that undoubtedly left her psychologically
scarred; ironically enough, by the end of her life, it is this harsh confrontation with death
that has left her impervious to the attempts of padre Renteria and Pedro P^amo to control
her, even on the precipice of death itself By this point in the story, it has become
obvious that padre Renteria no longer delivers salvation to the people of Comala based
upon the grace of God but rather upon the desires and interests of Pedro Paramo. As Bell
notes, “Confessing with Renteria would be a symbol of Susana’s complete and final
acceptance of the cacique before her death,” something with which she refuses to
comply, even as padre Renteria fills her thoughts with vile descriptions of bodily
i Ya vayase, padre! Susana states matter-of-factly. No se
'Susana’s madness,'
decomposition (244).
mortifique por mi. Estoy tranquila y tengo mucho suefio”’ (169).
says Bell, “shielded her from the world’s cmel and destroying forces,” and as this was
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achieved, Susana was one of only two characters, according to Rafael Hem^dez-
Rodriguez, who was capable of maintaining their own level of personal and spiritual
freedom (244; 630).
Bell nicely states that “the beautiful death scene of Susana San Juan carried every
force in the novel to its termination,” and through her triumph over the darker evils of
Pedro P^amo and his sad town of lost souls, she brings his reign to an end. The “rapid
diminuendo leading to the crumbling of Pedro P^amo” is succeeded by a fiesta of
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monstrous proportions that lingers on in town for several days after Susana’s passing
(244), “No hubo modo de hacerles comprender que se trataba de un duelo,
this point that Pedro Paramo, completely put off by the fact that “enterraron a Susana San
famously crosses his arms and declares his
imposed famine on the townsfolk (171). The mundane murder of Pedro Paramo by
Abundio, a drunken commoner, illustrates the diminished grandeur of the great cacique^ s
political and economic reign, and the last description of his fall, “desmoronando
completes his transformation firom a Mexican feudal
tyrant of sorts into a human being, subject to the same mortal end many of his “subjects”
had already suffered (178).
The thematic variance in Pedro Paramo is staggering; political references to the
Mexican Revolution, economic realities, and intricate sub-layers of religion and
spirituality mixed with traditional Mexican folk culture certainly make for an interesting
and multi-textual story. More importantly to the topic at hand is the Rulfian creation of
this actualized purgatory on Earth, a land between illusion and reality where time makes
departures from its normal flow and souls exist between two worlds. Economic poverty
and lack of religious guidance deprive the people of Comala of salvation, but there is an
underlying theme of corporeal continuity, a type of cycle reminiscent of Aztec
theological beliefs that incorporates all living things into one gigantic environmental
sequence of destruction and rebirth. The religious aspects of the novel involving death
also circulate around the persistent existence of salvation after death perpetuated through
padre Renteria, who in reality only actuates “salvation” in accordance with the wishes of
the cacique, a final gesture of control by Pedro P^amo, even at the very end of any given
»37 and it is at
„38
Juan y pocos en Comala se enteraron.
como SI
„39
fiiera un monton de piedras.
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person’s life. The nature of death as a definer of both life and the afterlife is exampled
through the suicide of Eduviges and the natural (yet desired) death of Susana San Juan.
The tale of Pedro Paj-amo encompasses every aspect of Mexico’s reality during
Rulfo’s time. The most interesting analysis that Rulfo offers, however, is his
interpretation of death as a state of limbo between this world and the next. The cycle of
death and rebirth is centuries old, a belief surviving fi'om pre-Hispanic times, and the
resistance of Susana San Juan to the cacique's wishes makes an interesting comment on
the economic and religious influences regarding death in Mexico. Undoubtedly Rulfo’s
literary perspective is one of particular importance, especially when considering the
interconnectedness of death and life within Mexican culture.
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CHAPTER 3
Three Artists ’ Contributions
Though there have been many artists who have contributed to the large quantity
of Mexican popular art that exists today, the three chosen for this discussion — Juan
Rulfo, Diego Rivera, and Jose Guadalupe Posada - are all particularly noteworthy for
their masterful renderings of death through photographs, paintings (including murals),
engravings, and architectural endeavors. Juan Rulfo, in addition to his prose, became
interested in photography later in his life, through which he was able to capture images
that mirror his perceptions of death in stories like the ones previously mentioned. Diego
Rivera’s pre-Colombian interests included the topic of death in Aztec and Mayan culture,
and the culmination of this interest can be most forcefully seen in Anahuacalli, his
studio/museum constructed on the outskirts of Coyoacan in Mexico City. Finally,
discussion on Mexican traditions of death would be complete without giving Jose
Guadalupe Posada his due; his famous engravings of calaveras are said by some to be the
cornerstone of modem Mexican folk art.
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Juan Rulfo
Eduardo Rivero tells us that “the world that Rulfo shows us through his
photographs is painfully marked... by the epic and the tragic” (30). There is a sense of
simultaneous desolation and hope within the moments captured by Rulfo’s camera, a
feeling of importance within the daily imagery of rural Mexico. This emphasis in the
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rural is a crucial part of both Rulfo’s writing and photography with relevance to this
discussion because of his perspective on the contrasting existence of the city life. Erika
Billeter states that “for him, urban dwellers were bom with the seal of inhumanity,” while
“the rural population was still witness to a luminous world basking in the innocence of
preindustrial work conditions and living in harmony with nature” (41). Through
industrialization and urbanization, Rulfo believed in a particular brand of lost identity and
that these indigenous peoples, while remaining unexposed to the reality of modernization,
retained a strong sense of the Mexican self. The connection here between this idea of
social and economic isolation in Rulfian photography and the theme of death is this:
because of Rulfo’s aesthetic ideology, his photographs are particularly demonstrative of
the environment in which the celebrations like Days of the Dead are manifested and
maintained each year. Another reason Rulfo’s photography is particularly interesting to
this investigation is because of the established certainty that during the decade in which
he took the majority of his pictures, his writing career commenced. It is “this
simultaneity, more than any other factor, that has motivated the search for resonances
between his writing and his photography” (Billeter 40). Though the hypothesis
suggesting the interconnectedness between his literary writings and his photos isn’t
anything new, it is still relevant to this discussion because of the prominence of death
within the themes of his literature. It is likewdse relevant, then, to look for
representations of death within the faces and landscapes of his many photographs. As
Margo Glantz asks at the end of her essay in Juan Rulfo s Mexico, “How to look at
mourning? What is its image? With what eyes is it contemplated?”  (21). Through his
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pursuit of photography, Rulfo wanted to demonstrate visually those same images he was
painting with his literature.
As in Pedro Paramo, one of the most noticeable aspects of Rulfo’s photography
is the acute isolation present in almost every scene, an isolation that is created, at least in
Comala, through death. For example, in a photograph entitled “Llano con pastor y
ovejas” (“Plain with shepherd and sheep”), there is little to distract the eye away from the
vast emptiness of the llano, which stretches uninterrupted to meet the sky on the horizon
(see fig. 4). Again the prominence of extreme isolation reinforces the idea of an
existence apart from the rest of the world, a worldly purgatory. The sky’s dark cover of
clouds also visually encloses the space, making it feel even more solitary and removed
from the movement of life and the flow of time. This same removal from time is
experienced within Pedro Paramo's Comala and in “Luvina.
The image of two young children running through the streets of a deserted town in
“Tlahuitoltepec, Mixes, Oaxaca” furthers the feeling of isolation in a different maimer
(see fig. 5). Though one might expect the sensation of solitude when seeing the plain in
the previous photograph, there is a general expectation that a photograph of a town will
emanate a different kind of aura, an aura of vitality and production, an aura of happiness,
or at least contentedness. Rulfo writes, towards the beginning of Pedro Paramo, “Era la
hora en que los nifios juegan en las calles de todos los pueblos, llenando con sus gritos la
tarde. Cuando aun las paredes negras reflejan la luz amarilla del sol” (69).^ This town,
however, is almost deserted, with eerily imposing buildings and absolutely no life, save
the two children who are clearly not playing. No grass, no flowers, no trees - just two
children who seem to be running away from something. The girl on the right looks
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behind her, or possibly beside her, at the imposing shadow that the wall to her right is
casting on the ground in lieu of “yellow sunlight.” This town is unlike any other town. It
is devoid of playing; it is devoid of hfe. This realization again lends support to the idea
of a worldly purgatory, a death prolonged among the living. Also noticeable in the upper
area of the picture is a cross, a subtle but constant reminder of some religious presence or
omniscience presiding over the town.
The photograph entitled “Indigenas de Ayutla, Oaxaca” is a combination of the
images discussed above, a mixture of isolation and emptiness with a sense of sadness and
impending fate penetrating the surroundings (see fig. 6). One of the two women
represented is kneeling, a sign of submission, and the cross’s shadow on the ground in
fi*ont of them denotes a religious presence, but also serves as a reminder of the fate all
must face at life’s end. Just as padre Renteria determined who received salvation and
who did not (under the direction of Pedro P^amo), the rehgious presence in this town
will also ultimately determine who will find eternal peace and who will remain in a state
of limbo or be condemned to damnation. The desolate countryside is also a recurring
theme in these photos; without the isolation of the environment, the fimction of setting as
purgatory would be negated.
A final photograph to investigate, an untitled piece taken from Juan Rulfo’s
Inframundo, shows an older woman seated and dressed entirely in black, eerily
reminiscent of the women in “Luvina” (see fig. 7). Her expression is one of hardship and
sadness, and the women seated behind her, also dressed in black, are blurry and unclear
renderings, furthering their semblance to spirits and heightening the sense of illusion and
uncertainty within the confines of the town in which they subsist. What is equally as
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unsettling about this photograph is how sharply, in contrast to the others, the woman in
the foreground appears. Her features are precisely distinguishable, and her countenance
is powerfully emotional and very real. The creation in this picture of a type of duality, a
division yet similarity between the women in the background and the one in jfront, is
exactly the idea behind modem Mexican celebrations of death. The same reasoning that
applies to religious beliefs in cyclic destruction and rebirth parallels the duality of souls
caught between the living and the dead in Rulfo’s literature; furthermore this notion is
visually manifested in this portrait of three women, all separately abiding but still
cormected through their association with the town in which they dwell. Rivero attempts
to summarize Rulfo’s body of work in simple, concise terms:
His art, more than being based in the concrete, seems to be elaborated of pure
residue: time, stories, language; in sum, indications. Ghostly persons, without
defined faces, who wander through a sordid ambience, obsessively characterized
by a whole always left incomplete. (28)
There is an uncertain nature to Rulfo’s photography, which also exists in his literary
works. Blurred edges and circumstantial voids litter his descriptions and photographic
renderings; isolation sneaks into the sentiment of every stoic countenance, every bleak
landscape. This created distance from life and freezing of temporal reality is Rulfo’s
offered interpretation of death; his representations of a dual existence within this world
mirror his own beliefs on the nature of corporeal death and the soul’s destination. While
Comala is perhaps a bit grinuner than the promised realm of Mictlan represented in Aztec
theology, it still maintains the same possibility of life after bodily death and the ability of
souls to return (or remain) within this stratum of existence.
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Jose Guadalupe Posada
Walking down any given street in Mexico during the months of October or
November, one will be sure to encounter some adapted representation of what is known
by locals as la calavera catrina. She will be painted on windows, sold in stores, and
created out of papier mache. She will at once provoke antithetical feelings of unease and
jollity. One of the most recognizable icons associated with the Days of the Dead
throughout the entire country, she is a satirical figure, a skeletal representation of a high
society lady, dressed in fine clothing and possessing an air of pure class and whimsy (see
fig. 8). Ironically enough, the creator of such an important and well-known manifestation
of death’s countenance was largely unknown until after his own death, and not much is
known about his life to this day. According to Ilan Stavans, Jose Guadalupe Posada was
bom on 2 Febmary 1852 at number 47 Calle de Los Angeles in Aguascalientes. Bom to
indigenous parents, Posada learned to read from his older brother, Jose Cirilo, and as a
teenager, Posada followed a direct path from attending the Mimicipal Academy of
Drawing in his native state to practicing the “trade of the painter” in 1867 and
apprenticing in lithography with the politically active and socially opinionated Trinidad
Pedroza. As Stavans continues, “biographical data is scarce, so it is impossible to say
precisely when or how Posada’s political conscience awakened,” but what is known is
that Posada continued with a variety ofjobs utilizing his lithography skills in Guanajuato
and Mexico City (57). The real turning point in his career came when, while in Mexico
City, he met Antonio Vanegas Arroyo, “an editor and publisher of street gazettes and a
tme pioneer of modem journalism.” It was at this point that the greatest proliferation of
work was completed by Posada (“millions of images”) and also when “it is commonly
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thought that Posada, during his association with Arroyo, created the calavera^' (Stavans
59). So the question is presented: Why did Posada’s calavera, which was, as Stavans
says, “a humorous, vivid drawing of dressed-up skulls or skeletons engaged in activities
such as dancing, cycling, guitar playing, drinking, or masquerading,” gain such extreme
popularity as an iconographic embodiment of national pride (59)? There are lots of
reasons why the Mexican people would have taken so kindly to Posada’s representations
of death. In Armin Haab’s Mexican Graphic Art, he offers an excellent explanation for
the Mexican’s affinity for all things morbid:
Beginning with the human sacrifices of Indian times, then the gruesome conquest
of the country by the Spaniards and also the statues introduced by the Catholic
Church with their bleeding wounds and their weals, then the inquisition and the
decades filled with all the monstrosities of the revolutions — all had their share in
blackening the inward consciousness of Mexican natures with blood-thirstiness
and deadly fatalism. For a people with such a foundation for its character these
“entertaining stories” could not be lacking in the spice of the macabre, the
sanguinary and the perverse, if they were to remain palatable. (5)
There persists in the Mexican people a heritage full of bloody experiences, a history so
fraught with death that death itself almost functions as their defining characteristic. With
this truth in mind, it becomes easier to identify the necessity of a symbol, an artistic
rendering that makes light of such a melancholy subject. Its persistent presence among
the population over the centuries has forced the Mexican to endure death’s embrace, even
rejoice in it. The first calavera, one that has already been mentioned in some detail, is an
engraving that has been duplicated and imitated thousands of times throughout Mexico
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annually; formally known as la calavera catrina, she perfectly balances her role both as a
representation of death and frivolity. Her excessive finery embeds a layer of fancifulness
over the somber reality of her existence as a skeleton, a true representation of the absence
of mortal life. And yet her attitude towards her own state of being completely lacks any
concern; she is as pleasant and festive as the next human being, ready to attend the social
function of the season. This aspect of la calavera catrina's demeanor illustrates another
belief that Mexican culture maintains about the nature of death: once again, the matter of
duality arises, and la catrina makes it clear, perhaps in an exaggerated manner, that
corporeal disintegration does not equal the loss of a soul. There is a suggestion of two
existences, a suggestion that should be all too familiar by now. The calavera persists in
the habits of her living soul but still manifests the countenance of a skeleton; moreover,
as a female, she has come to represent the ultimate imagined vision of western culture’s
Grim Reaper. She is la Muerte, the image of how death is perceived throughout Mexican
culture. Haab affirms the importance of the calavera in a historical context:
Far beyond what is merely illustrative [the calavera] grew to be a transposition of
everything human until it became a world of the beyond, people by skeletons -
the classical Mexican caricature. Mediaeval European cycles of the dance of
death, and Pre-Columbian temple-paintings of skeletons and skulls, may have
stood over the cradle of this extraordinary and yet so strikingly Mexican custom.
Considered thus, in the context of its serene elaborations of the Indian




There is little to quell the fear of death when it exists within a human soul; when faced
with an environment fraught with constant death, it is the comfort in knowing that the
soul persists, that there is another life waiting beyond the permanence of a mortal death,
and that on some basic level immortality is achievable, or at least believable. As Stanley
Brandes says in his article entitled “Iconography in Mexico’s Day of the Dead,”
“Posada’s influence on Mexican art and culture is incalculable” (202). The
popularization of his methods and his work after his death resulted in the creation of his
own brand of immortality; his usage of Days of the Dead celebrations throughout Mexico
as a stimulus for the creation of popular artwork was ingenious. And Posada’s timmg
could not have been better, as “the irreverence of the calaveras suited the revolutionary
ideology of Mexico; yet the international art community had virtually declared these
satiric skulls and skeletons a kind of high art” (Brandes 205). Straddling both sides of the
social sphere, Posada’s calaveras appealed to upper and lower class citizens all over the
country and “[became] metaphors for his homeland.” In other words, states Stavans,
“they are to Mexico what Uncle Sam is to the United States” (61). The most important
thing to remember about Posada’s work, however, within the context of this argument, is
his adeptness at blending religious and secular views of death from all eras into one
representative illustrative manifestation of it, succinct and incredibly accurate of the
Mexican sentiment.
Dieso Rivera
Brandes mentions that “Diego Rivera, in an introduction to a book reproducing
406 of Posada’s engravings, called him “an engraver of genius” and “the greatest artisf
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among those Mexicans who have produced popular art” (204). It would be difficult to
locate a person who would recognize the name of Jose Guadalupe Posada before that of
Rivera, and even more difficult to find someone who would not argue for Rivera over
Posada as the greatest popular art producer of his time. Rivera’s murals are known
throughout Mexico and all over the world; his commissioned works of art in San
Francisco, Detroit, and New York would be almost instantly recognizable to anyone who
has ever opened an art book before. Two things that are true about Rivera, whether he is
to be considered the ultimate popular artist or not: his body of work also manifests certain
interests in the theology of death, particularly with interest in pre-Columbian beliefs, and
Rivera’s great reverence of Posada’s work even enticed the great muralist to pay homage
to his calavera catrina in his Sueno de una tarde dominical en la Alameda Central mural
- with a few alterations, of course (complete with feather boa in recognition of
Quetzalcoatl and adorned with the Aztec symbol for death along her backbone) (Braun
199) (see fig. 9). In one of Rivera’s essays entitled simply “Jose Guadalupe Posada, he
makes a profoundly powerful affirmation about the talent and relevance of Posada’s work
to the Mexican people: “Analizando la labor de Posada, puede realizarse el analisis
complete de la vida social del pueblo de Mexico” (145).^
Obviously an admirer of Posada’s, as well as a borrower of some of his
ideologies, Rivera fostered his own ways of representing death by using things like the
Aztec dualistic theology and cultural/traditional manifestations  of the Days of the Dead
celebrations during his own era to further the realization of his powerful Marxist beliefs.
For example, in his Fiesta en la calle mural in the Ministry of Public Education in
Mexico City, several representations of Posada-esque calaveras exist, depicting a more
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modem approach to the age-old celebration amongst the fashionably dressed crowd of
Rivera’s day (see fig. 10). As Barbara Braun suggests, “it’s flatly patterned, tightly
packed format, filled with action and incident, is meant to reflect the occidental notion of
death as an ‘impenetrable abyss,’ in Rivera’s words” (196). In contrast to this is Rivera’s
Ofrenda, an illustration much more akin to the descriptions of ceremonies that were
included in the first chapter (see fig. 11). The overwhelming abundance of cempasuchil,
the offerings of food, and the burning of candles are typical of the rural, traditional
celebrations fulfilled each year, an equal nod by Rivera to “the respectful indigenous
attitude towards death as something both inevitable and life engendering” (Braun 196).
What both of these murals, as an opposing pair, stand for in terms of Rivera’s convictions
is a series of comparisons between traditional western beliefs and Mexican indigenous
beliefs, a series that demonstrates something beyond a simple contrast. In what is a
critique of the western tradition, the urban mural presents the viewer with a rendition of
death as something at which to jeer or make jokes, but also to fear, while the rural version
presents the viewer with a much more respectful, but also less foreboding, vision of
death. Considering Rivera’s political concerns, what this ultimately attempts is to
encourage the Mexican population to revisit their heritage and to treat their
established traditions with more reverence. His concerns with the duality and immortal
nature of the soul further urges him to insist upon the Mexican people’s recognition of
their responsibilities to the dead and to each other.
One final mural detail that particularly illustrates Rivera’s views on death is
located in the chapel at Chapingo and is called La sangre de los mdrtires revolucionarios
fertilizando la tierra, or Blood of the Revolutionary Martyrs Fertilizing the Earth (see fig.
own
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12). Artjfully, Rivera has rendered revolutionary leaders Emiliano Zapata and Otilio
Montano buried underneath a growing field of com, an image that blends several of
Rivera’s ideologies together. First, there exists the powerful presence of his Communist
loyalties. Both Zapata and Montano are illustrative of a political proletariat uprising, an
idea that Rivera would support as a follower of Marxist ideology, and their proximity and
seeming fertilization of the crop of com growing above them is symbolic of their
contribution to the cause. Braun offers the connection:
Here, Rivera has equated the Aztec myth of the death of the maize god after a
sexual encounter with the earth goddess with the martyred Mexican heroes of the
Revolution. Just as the Aztec god is required to die in order to be reborn in the
form of maize, Rivera asserts, so the agrarian revolution requires the sacrifice of
its leaders in order to grow. (199, 204)
And therein lies the second ideology to which Rivera adheres: Aztec and pre-Columbian
thought. The interment and renewal of the dead revolutionaries is exemplary of the
Aztec cyclical existence of destmction/death and renovation/creation. Through the
deaths of Zapata and Montano, new com will grow,  a process through which they will
assist in the revolution in which they believed so passionately and simultaneously fulfill
the Aztec cycle of creation through their destmction.
What is probably Rivera’s largest project underscoring his interest in Aztec
theological beliefs is Anahuacalli, also known as the Museo Diego Rivera, one of the
artist’s many studios in the Coyoacan area which still stands today and houses his
extensive collection of pre-Columbian artifacts (see fig. 13). Anahuacalli, which means
“house of the Valley of Mexico” in Nahuatl, was an endeavor undertaken by Rivera to
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affirm and disseminate the value of native art traditions and benefit his fellow
countrymen” (Braun 235). Most relevant and interesting to this discussion is the manner
in which Rivera chose to structure his museum; a movement of the visitor fi’om areas of
darkness and a “prevailing tonality [which] is heavy, somber, and severe” to one of
Rivera’s light-filled studios towards the apex of the building is meant theoretically to
imitate the Aztec journey fi-om death to life (238). Braun explains:
Rivera meant the building to be a concrete embodiment of the idea of death that
he had located as the central metaphor of Mexican civilization in the 1920s, even
down to situating the museum on a dead lava bed. The dark, cryptlike lower
chambers of the museum symbolize the lower world of the dead and the light-
filled upper stories the land of the living... And the transformation from death to
life implicit in the Aztec concept is enacted in the visitor’s transition firom the
groundfloor entrance to the upper levels. (240)
The museum is furthermore filled with different artifacts and representations of various
pre-Columbian divinities, including Coatlicue, the Aztec death goddess frequently used
by Rivera in many of his endeavors (notably in the Detroit murals, as a hybridized
machine) (see fig. 14). Of course, it is important not to forget Rivera’s reasoning behind
creating such an elaborate structure. His hopes to “energize the Mexican national
identity” were always a driving force, not only in the pursuit of Anahuacalli (which he
had hoped would one day become a City of the Arts, with establishments like a theater
and a library), but also in the undertaking of each mural (Braun 237). His Marxist
ideology that prompted him to undertake the muralist project also motivated him to
attempt the construction of a fine arts hub that would be able to provide all manner of
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activities and information to the Mexican population. His persistent fascination with
Aztec and other pre-Columbian civilizations also was a factor in his preoccupations with
death and the dualistic and cyclic characteristics it demonstrated.
The area of the visual arts is certainly one of the most important places in which
manifestations of death’s countenance are certain to be encountered. From engravings of
fanciful calaveras to photographs of desolate landscapes, nearly every Mexican artist has
something to say about the pervasive nature of death throughout Mexican life. Rulfo’s
photographs are laden with isolation and religious iconography, Posada’s various skeletal
creations exude a cheerfulness that is often diametrically opposed to thoughts of death,
and Rivera’s usage of death’s cyclical nature represents his communist and pre-Hispanic
interests well. Whether the artist utilizes death’s presence as a metaphor in social
commentary or simply as an appropriate contribution to Mexico’s popular arts, one
common factor remains: the plain and perpetual existence of death as a separate entity,
always present and certainly never forgotten.
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CONCLUSION
I would like to utilize the words of Octavio Paz once more in closing this
discussion of death’s presence in Mexican culture: “Asi, frente a la muerte hay dos
actitudes; una, hacia adelante, que la concibe como creacion; otra, de regreso, que se
expresa como fascinacion ante la nada o como nostalgia del limbo” (67).^ The central
Aztec religious belief concerning the duality of existence as a constant cycle between
rebirth and destruction has surprisingly persisted over centuries, continuing to be
important in modem celebrations of the dead. Other aspects of pre-Columbian religious
practices — for example, the belief in different realms of the afterlife and the specific
groups of souls that are capable of achieving each one — also continue to be important m
present-day observations. The nature of death as  a defining factor for the afterlife m
opposition to the actions of a person during his or her lifetime is also an interesting Aztec
spiritual conviction that has endured, despite the destructive effects of the Spamsh
Conquest and the inevitability of change over long periods of time. Different theones
exist pertaining to the question of why there is such need for a celebration of the
deceased, but a generally accepted theory suggests the perseverance of a desire to attain
some form of immortality, a desire that these celebrations support completely. Through
the writings of not only Paz, but also prose writers like Juan Rulfo, the Mexican is treated
as an individual obsessed with and disillusioned by death, often confused or even
unaware of its presence, which is the case most prominently in Pedro Paramo, but also in
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short stories like “Luvina.” There is a certain type of timelessness suggested by Paz’s
quote; the future is important, but destruction and death are ceaseless in their pursuit of
the living. The thought of death comforts some (perhaps Susana San Juan or Tanilo)
while it terrifies others (like Juvencio Nava), but it remains ever present, regardless of the
sentiment it creates in the Mexican soul. In consideration of the visual arts, with
particular emphasis on Posada, the majority of popular art produced for the Days of the
Dead celebration possesses a touch of whimsy, a definite illustration of the humor and
irony the Mexican must apply to thoughts of death. The creation of calaveras engaging
in everyday activities perpetuates that perception of immortality within the Mexican and
provides comfort in the sense that it suggests the continuity and equivalency of the
afterlife juxtaposed with life here on Earth. And for the other Mexican artists discussed,
there is an obvious preoccupation with the tangibility of death; for Rivera, his pre-
Hispanic collection of artifacts and gigantic museum of light and dark are enough to
convince observers of the enormous influence these ideas had on his artwork. Some of
the more desolate images of Rulfo’s Mexico melded with religious iconography certainly
convey a sense of hopelessness and purgatorial suffering. It would be difficult to deny
the overwhelming presence and significance of death in Mexican culture; it penetrates the
Mexican psyche, proliferates itself in the work of rural artisans, and demonstrates its
power every October and November when cemeteries across the country are crowded
with visitors bringing offerings and sincere wishes for the deceased. There can be no
doubt that Days of the Dead will continue to be a highly revered celebration throughout
Mexico and that artists will persist in their preoccupations with the notion of death,




The word cempasuchil is taken from the indigenous language of N^uatl (see
Note 1 of Chapter 1) and is spelled in several ways according to various sources,
including cempasuchitl (Haley 55), sempazuchil, cempoalxuchitl, or zempaxuchitl
(Norget 200). Garciagodoy, who uses the spelling cempoaxochitl, includes a
thorough definition in her glossary that reads as follows: “N^uatl. Marigold,
Tagetes erecta and Tagetes lucida, the traditional flower for commemorating the
dead in Mexico since pre-Columbian times. Cempoaxochitl literally means
flower {xochitT) of twenty petals (twenty connotes many in N^uatl)... Also called
cempasuchil or cempasuchil with various spellings” (278).
1.
Chapter 1:
Carmichael and Sayer define N^uatl in their glossary as a “language spoken by
the Aztec and, with minor variations, by the modern-day Nahua.” Furthermore,
the word N^uatl is “from the N^uatl verb nahuati (to soxmd clearly like a bell)”
(38, 152). Garciagodoy’s glossary also states that N^uatl is “the language
spoken in central Mexico before the conquest. It is still spoken by millions of
people who are likely to be bilingual. The speakers of N^uatl are nahuas or
nahuatlacas” (281).
In this particular description of the myth, it is noted that “this was the fourth time
that the earth or ‘sun’ had been destroyed by cataclysmic events,” illustrating the




destruction. As described in Carmichael and Sayer’s notes, “in Aztec cosmogony
there had been several worlds or ‘suns’... Typically, the present universe is the
fifth ‘sun’, which the Aztecs believe would be destroyed by earthquakes. Of the
four creations before our own, the first was destroyed by jaguars (symbolising the
element ‘earth’), the second by winds, the third in a rain of fire and the fourth in a
great deluge” (25, 146).
Everything was examined to determine, fi'om birth, the life and death of each
man, his social class, the year, the place, the day, the hour. The Aztec was
little responsible for his actions as for his death” (Paz, Labyrinth 55).
The presence of dogs in the Aztec myths surrounding death is reminiscent of
Cerberus, Greek mythology’s three-headed watchdog that guarded the gates to
Hades (Lindemans, “Cerberus”). There are other references to dogs throughout
writings on the topic of death; Rulfo’s short stories include several mentions of
dogs in reference to death (most noticeably in “No oyes ladrar los perros”), and
several Mexican artists, such as Rufino Tamayo, have portrayed dogs as
harbingers of death (as in his pmntmg Animals) (see fig. 15).
Also known as tzoalli in N^uatl, amaranth dough was commonly used to







Atole, according to Carmichael and Sayer, is simply “a drink of maize meal with
various flavorings... like unto... almond milk, but much thicker, and... made of
the juice of the young maize or Indian wheat, which they so confection with
6.
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spices, musk, and sugar that it is not only admirable in the sweetness of the smell,
but much more nourishing and comforting to the stomach” (21,45).
As defined by Carmichael and Sayer, a petate is a “mat of palm or rushes, which
The glossary further notes that “in some Indian
communities the dead are buried in petates"' (152). With regards to the Days of
the Dead, petates are often integrated into a typical ofrenda as a resting place for
the returning spirits or a place upon which family members and friends kneel and
pray in front of the ofrenda.
Garciagodoy’s glossary provides two different spellings of the word iztcuintli
(also xolotlitzcuintli), a word from Nahuatl that denotes “the medium-sized
‘Mexican hairless’ dog with gray skin and a few wiry hairs on its head.” As
Garciagodoy continues, “Generally, itzcuintle-itzcuintli means any dog. In some
communities the belief has subsisted since pre-Hispanic times that a dog must
help the dead to cross the River Chiconauapan (Seven Tests) to Mictlan, the land
of the dead” (280).
According to a footnote in Garciagodoy, mole is defined as follows: ̂^Mole
(singular); literally, ground food. Rich, spiced stews containing vegetables and
meats. The sauces of vegetables, chiles, chocolate, spices, and seeds are ground
on a metate^ stone mortar, with a mano, stone pestle” (9). Carmichael and Sayer
also note in their glossary that “dark mole is made from chili peppers, cacao,
sesame seeds and many other ingredients which vary regionally” while “green
mole, made with green chili peppers and tomatillos (green tomatoes), contains no
cacao. From the Nahuatl word molli (sauce or stew)” (152).





10. Defined as “scented resin used as incense... extracted from trees of the
Burseraceae family” and “from the Nahuatl copaUi,* copal has a very long history
of usage in death rituals and rites.
11. Our contempt for death is not at odds with the cult we have made of it. Death is
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present in our fiestas, our games, our loves and our thoughts. To die and to kill
are ideas that rarely leave us. We are seduced by death” (Paz, Labyrinth 58).
Chapter 2:
I have never used, neither in stories nor in Pedro Paramo, anything1.
44
autobiographical” {Juan Rulfo: Pdgina, trans. mine),
had a very hard, very difficult childhood” {Juan Rulfo: Pdgina, trans. mine).
Talpa’ is the story of a guilt; it is life as a useless flight of the conscience
obsessed by the remorse that is incarnated in the double image of Tanilo alive and
dead” (trans. mine).








love has been a fleeting and unsuccessful attempt to escape from it [death]5.
44
(trans. mine).
6. “I know now that Natalia is sorry for what happened. And I am too; but that
won’t save us from feeling guilty or give us any peace ever again. It won’t make
us feel any better to know that Tanilo would’ve died anyway because his time was
coming and that it hadn’t done any good to go to Talpa, so far away” (Rulfo,
Burning 55).
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7. for Tanilo too, Talpa is the fundamental moment which signifies the end of that
44
miserable pilgrimage that is human life” (trans. mine).
8. The Mexican’s indifference toward death is fostered by his indifference toward
44
life. He views not only death but also life as nontranscendent. Our songs,
proverbs, fiestas, and other popular beliefs show very clearly that the reason death
cannot frighten us is that “life has cured us of fear.” It is natural, even desirable.
to die, and the sooner the better” (Paz, Labyrinth 58).
as if he was shaking out all the anger he’d been canying inside him for such a
long time, or making a last effort to try to live  a little longer” (Rulfo, Burning 60).
shouting his prayers so he could hear himself praying” (Rulfo, Burning 61).
Your daughter-in-law and grandchildren will miss you... They’ll look at your
face and won’t believe it’s you. They’ll think the coyote has been eating on you








But if they decide to shoot me too, who’ll take care of my wife and kids?
5512. 44
(Rulfo, Burning 84).
The day when he learned his wife had left him, the idea of going out in search of13.
44
her didn’t even cross his mind” (Rulfo, Burning 86).
And I would take off to the moimtains, hiding among the madrone thickets and
4414.
passing the days with nothing to eat but herbs. Sometimes I had to go out at
midnight, as though the dogs were after me. It’s been that way my whole life.
Not just a year or two. My whole life” (Rulfo, Burning 86).
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15. The Mexican... is familiar with death, jokes about it, caresses it, sleeps with it.
celebrates it; it is one of his favorite toys and his most steadfast love” (Paz,
Labyrinth 57).
Like Comala in Pedro Paramo, the landscape of ‘Luvina’ is a place that is losing
its effectiveness, its vigor; only the old ones are left taking care of their dead”
(trans. mine),
[live] only real old folks and those who aren’t bom yet” (Rulfo, Burning 100).
A wind that doesn’t even let the dulcamaras grow... lull of volcano sand... a
black air” (Rulfo, Burning 93-94).
“But if we leave, who’ll bring along our dead ones? They live here and we can’t
leave them alone” (Rulfo, Burning 101).
“So they’re still there. You’ll see them now that you’re going. Munching on dry
mesquite pulp and swallowing their own saliva to keep hunger away. You’ll see
them pass by like shadows, hugging to the walls of the houses, almost dragged
along by the wind” (Rulfo, Burning 101-102).










purgatory. A dying place where even the dogs have died off, so there’s not a
creature to bark at the silence” (Rulfo, Burning 102).
It was like bats flitting through the darkness very close to us... I got up and the
beating of wings was stronger... Then I walked on tiptoes over there, feeling that
dull murmur in front of me. I stopped at the door and saw them. I saw all the
women of Luvina with their water jugs on their shoulders, their shawls hanging
from their heads and their black figures in the black background of the night.
4422.
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‘What do you want?’ I asked them. ‘What are you looking for at this time of
night? ’ One of them answered, ‘We’re going for water.’ I saw them standing in
front of me, looking at me. Then, as if they were shadows, they started walking
down the street with their black water jugs” (Rulfo, Burning 99).
I would say it’s the place where sadness nests... And, if you like, you can see
that sadness just any time. The breeze that blows there moves it around but never
takes it away” (Rulfo, Burning 95).
Time is very long there. Nobody counts the hours and nobody cares how the
years go mounting up. The days begin and end. Then night comes. Just day and
night until the day of death, which for them is a hope” (Rulfo, Burning 100).







my father lived there, Pedro Paramo...
And I went there.
and I didn’t find anyone;
and that’s why I am here
and since then I am searching;
but today I am tranquil
because I found you
and that’s why I am here with you
because I am with you and I love you
and I want you to know
that I love you well.
That’s why I am here, (trans. mine)
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Up and downhill we went, but always descendiug. We had left the hot wind
behind and were sinking into pure, airless heat... ‘It’s hot here,’ I said. ‘You
might say. But this is nothing,’ my companion replied... ‘You’ll feel it even
more when we get to Comala. That town sits on the coals of the earth, at the very
mouth of hell. They say that when people ftom there die and go to hell, they
come back for a blanket’” (Peden 5-6).
at the very mouth of hell” (Peden 6).








The problem is that I couldn’t locate her... I couldn’t find my way to the town.
There was a lot of mist or smoke or something. I do know that Contla isn’t there
anymore... If I told anyone else in Comala they’d say I’m crazy - the way they
always have.’ ‘No. Not crazy, Miguel. You must be dead. Remember, everyone
told you that horse would be the death of you one day... Your father’s going to be
sick with grief in the morning... I feel sorry for him. Now go, and rest in peace,
Miguel. I thank you for coming to say good-bye’” (Peden 22).
She fell short at the last hour,’ that’s what I told Maria Dyada. ‘At the last
minute. So many good acts stored up for her salvation, and then to lose them like
that, all at once!










Yes. I thought maybe you knew.’32.
44 4
‘Why would I know? I haven’t heard a thing from her in years.’
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‘Then how did you know about me?’
‘Are you alive, Damiana? Tell me, Damiana!’” (Peden 42-43).
33. The heat woke me just before midnight. And the sweat. The woman’s body was
made of earth, layered in crusts of earth; it was crumbling, melting into a pool of
mud. I felt myself swimming in the sweat streaming jfrom her body, and I
couldn’t get enough air to breathe... From her mouth bubbled a sound very like a
death rattle” (Peden 57).
Within the context of Pedro Paramo, the tenn cacique and the corresponding idea
of caciquismo essentially refer to a mixture of three definitions taken firom the
online Real Academia Espanola dictionary. Those three definitions include all of
the aspects necessary to the development of Pedro Ptomo’s character - a person
in a collective, group, province, or town who maintains a group of subordinates
by exercising an abusive level of power over them and also possesses
excessive influence in political matters,
[to cross his] arms [so that] Comala will die of hunger” (Peden 117).








37. there was no way to convince people that this was an occasion for mourning
44
(Peden 116).
38. 44Susana San Juan was buried, and few people in Comala even realized it” (Peden
116).
39. 44collapsed like a pile of rocks” (Peden 124).
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Chapter 3:
It was the hour of the day when in every little village children come out to play
in the streets, filling the afternoon with their cries. The time when dark walls still
1.
reflect pale yellow sunlight” (Peden 7).
Analyzing the work of Posada, the complete analysis of the social life of the




Thus there are two attitudes toward death: one, pointing forward, that conceives
of it as creation; the other, pointing backward, that expresses itself as a fascination







Figure ■!. As part o! the Aztec "i^reul feast of the dead.” a
decorated pole tvas erected ivith siniiin^, dancing, and
blood sacrifices. Prayers and offerings of incense, food, and
chocolate were made in honor of the dead. Como pmte de
la 'gran fiesta dc los muertos" los a2tecas erigtaii un poste
clecoi ado eon aeompafiamiento de cantos, bailes  y sacrifi-
cios do sangro. Rezaban y ofrendaban incienso, comida y
chocolate en tionor de los muertos. Reproduced from
Codex Borbonicus 2K
F'’ig. 1 , Drawing of Aztec xdcotl procession. Reproduction from Codex Borbonicus, as
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Fig. 3. Display of sugar skulls at the sugar market in Toluca. Made by Wenceslao Rivas
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Fig. 8. Jose Guadalupe Posada. La calavem catrina. As illustrated in Haab Plate 38.
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Fig. 9. Diego Rivera. Sueno de una tarde dominical en la Alameda Central. Museo
Mural Diego Rivera, 1947.
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Fig. 10. Diego Rivera. Dia de Muertos - Fiesta en la calle. Secretaria de Educacion
Publica, 1923.
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Fig. 11. Diego Rivera. Dia de Muertos - Ofrenda. Secretaria de Educacion Publica,
1923.
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Fig. 12, Diego Rivera. La Sangre de los Mdrtires Revolucionarios fertilizando la Tierra.
Universidad Autonoma de Chapingo, 1926.
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